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ABSTRACT 
The second edition of the WSICC workshop focuses on 
novel forms of interactive content consumption. It will 
explore the shifting balance between lean-back passive TV 
and Web-based media consumption, and lean-forward 
interactivity. This shift is especially relevant considering 
new forms of collaborative content creation, controlling the 
media with a companion screen, and more advanced forms 
of audiovisual content interaction. Therefore, new media 
formats and consumption paradigms have emerged that 
allow for new types of interactivity. Beyond entertainment, 
interactive audiovisual content has strong potential for 
learning and support scenarios. 
Author Keywords 
content consumption, interaction, multimedia content 
ACM Classification Keywords 
H.5 Information Interfaces and Presentation: Multimedia 
Information Systems 
WORKSHOP AIM 
The workshop's objective is to provide a highly interactive 
discussion forum that allows capturing a comprehensive 
view on the research area it addresses. During the 
workshop, an overview on new content interaction 
concepts, research activities and future challenges in this 
area will be concluded and documented. An 
interdisciplinary view on the topic shall be compiled by 
contributions from technical research, conceptual work, 
user-centric studies, industry developments, as well as 
experimental showcases. Part of the discussions are fueled 
by technical demonstrations of interactive content 
consumption forms. The workshop aims to examine and 
evaluate new forms of content interaction by discussing the 
field along three axes: 
x Recent technological advances that provide new forms 
of audiovisual content interaction; 
x Technologies that supports users in finding the balance 
between passive consumption and lean-forward 
interaction; 
x User studies that evaluate new types of audiovisual 
content interaction. 
The following will sketch areas and aspects that are 
considered within the scope of the workshop. We seek 
technological research on more active interaction with 
audiovisual content, e.g. collaborative hypermedia 
generation, social media integration, game-like interfaces, 
or intelligent storytelling and narrative engines. The 
workshop deals with both recorded and live media access. 
Mobile and domestic consumption may be investigated. 
Topics are not limited to entertainment and learning, but 
should remain within the overall scope of the workshop. 
Below, some of the questions that the workshop aims to 
answer are listed: 
x How can forms of (inter-)active media access be 
designed to be interwoven with passive consumption 
modes? 
x How does the balance between active and passive 
consumption affect the Quality of Experience?  
x How can interactivity enhance the experience of people 
watching together, even when they are in disjoint 
locations? 
x How can active and passive content consumption foster 
learning? 
x How can content personalization be enhanced through 
interactivity, and at which abstraction level do users 
want to interact? 
x What do recent studies on interaction with content in 
the realm of social media sharing reveal? 
x How can we understand how users want to use physical 
devices to interact? 
x Which requirements for content production do new 
forms of interactive media imply? 
x Do trends in content consumption behavior influence 
technical research by revealing new challenges? 
x Which technical advances are needed to allow the 
industry to offer more interactive media services? 
The workshop accepted 3 types of submissions: full 
research papers for presentations, short papers for poster 
oral presentations, and technical demos. The program is 
available on the workshop's website, http://wsicc.net. 
WORKSHOP FORMAT 
We have developed a workshop format to stimulate 
networking and knowledge transfer among the participants. 
The full day workshop will be an active forum to discuss 
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research challenges, methodologies and results in a field 
that is gaining attention based on quickly changing content 
consumption needs and habits. More than half the time will 
be reserved for discussion. The chairs will establish an 
informal atmosphere, inspired by Barcamps. In an active 
moderating role, they will make sure the workshop's 
questions will be answered and documented, yet will allow 
some flexibility where appropriate to meet the interest of 
the audience. Results will be collected on flip charts along 
multiple questions which emerge during the day, e.g. what 
are the latest innovations in that field? Which research 
activities exist to tackle unsolved challenges? How could 
we combine different interaction technologies to the benefit 
of the user?  
Throughout the day, the audience will be encouraged to 
contribute, and especially to comment existing inputs. The 
outcome of the highly interactive part of the workshop will 
be summarized on a poster for the presentation at the main 
conference. WSICC will consist of the following sessions:  
x Welcome and presentation of workshop aims.  
x Interactive participant introduction in Barcamp style 
(name, affiliation, role, 3 keywords/hashtags).  
x Invited keynote by Prof Marian Ursu.   
x Pitches (a 2min) to kickstart the poster/demo session, 
where, in parallel, posters and demos are exhibited and 
discussed. This shall establish an understanding of each 
other's work, approach, and focus. 
x Three research paper based talks. Questions will be 
allowed during the talks.  
x A fishbowl discussion format, around aspects raised 
during WSICC. There is a limited number of active 
seats. If you want to say something, you have to take 
an empty seat or wait for one. This format of a 
dynamically changing working panel proved to work 
well for discussions among experts on concrete 
questions. 
x Concluding session. The group will revisit what has 
been collected throughout the day. Conclusions will be 
summarized. 
ORGANIZING COMMITTEE 
The organizing committee consists of 4 members who 
cover different areas of technical research, HCI research 
and communication research.  
Britta Meixner is a researcher at Passau University. She 
received a diploma in computer science and a state 
examination for lectureship at secondary schools from the 
University of Passau, Germany, in 2008. Currently, she is 
working towards a PhD degree in computer science at the 
Faculty of Computer Science and Mathematics of the 
Passau University. There, she is conducting research and 
development in the area of hypervideo. On the one hand, 
she focuses on creating easy to use authoring tools and 
players and on the other hand download and cache 
management are evaluated to provide a better viewer 
experience. Further she is interested in hypervideo on 
mobile devices, collaborative hypervideo creation, and 
decision rules in hypervideo. Britta is a member of the 
BMBF   research   project   “mirKUL”   that   investigates  
application scenarios of interactive nonlinear video. Britta 
is a reviewer for the Multimedia Tools and Applications 
Journal (Springer) and was a member of the program 
committee of the 1st International Workshop on Interactive 
Content Consumption at EuroITV 2013.  
Katrin Tonndorf is a researcher at Passau University. She 
received a magister degree in media studies from the 
Technical University Braunschweig and the Braunschweig 
University of Arts in 2010. Currently, she is working 
towards a PhD degree in communication studies at the 
Faculty of Arts and Humanities at the Passau University. 
She is conducting research in the area of online and social 
media communication practices. Furthermore she is 
interested in the use of interactive audiovisual content for 
learning und support purposes. Katrin is also a member of 
the  BMBF  research  project  “mirKUL”. 
Rene Kaiser is a key researcher for JOANNEUM 
RESEARCH and has been involved in a number of 
European projects dealing with automation of content 
production such as NM2, APOSDLE, TA2 and Vconect. 
His research focus is on Virtual Director software, on 
automating shot selection through cinematographic 
behavior models. Further he is interested in automating 
non-linear video production, enabling the user to 
interactively influence the narrative path while watching. 
Rene was responsible for the organization of the Interactive 
and Immersive Entertainment and Communication Special 
Session at MMM'12. He is part of a group hosting the 
annual PhD cooperation workshop at the i-KNOW and i-
SEMANTICS conferences, active member of IEEE 
STCSN, and co-organizer of the Barcamp Graz, a yearly 3-
day unconference which is an interactive and open 
discussion format. At EuroITV 2013, Rene was co-
organizing the first edition of WSICC. 
Joscha Jaeger is a research assistant at Merz Akademie 
Stuttgart and founder of filmicweb - Hypervideo Interface 
Design. His research covers Web-based hypervideo 
technology,  time-based interaction, and semantic video 
search interfaces. Joscha has a strong focus on film as 
information architecture, collaborative editing systems for 
non-linear film, and user-driven annotation systems. He is 
interested in finding new ways of distributed interaction 
with open video technologies and interfaces on the web. 
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ABSTRACT 
Creating a good interactive TV experience that does not 
compromise the ‘regular’ TV experience is no simple task. 
We propose a combination of second and first screen to 
offer a social-interaction stimulating, interactive experience 
that is completely optional. First observations and 
interviews have been completed. The next steps are a series 
of prototypes and a field pilot test in the Netherlands. 
Author Keywords 
Interactive TV; Second Screen; User Experience; Social 
Interaction 
ACM Classification Keywords 
H5.1 [Information Interfaces and presentation]: Multimedia 
information systems – audio, video; H5.m [Information 
Interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI)]: Miscellaneous 
INTRODUCTION 
Interactive forms of TV have been explored for a long time. 
In the beginning the main focus was on interaction on and 
through the main television screen [5], this has shifted to 
interaction on and through second screen devices [1].  
With the rise in popularity of smartphones and tablets the 
amount of commercial second screen applications has also 
increased rapidly. However according to app builders and 
broadcasters we interviewed, the percentage of TV viewers 
that actually use these apps is still quite low [4]. Therefore 
it is important to them that these second screen applications 
do not compromise the ‘regular’ TV experience. 
Interweaving the active and the passive 
TV is traditionally a lean back medium and many people 
use it this way to relax. Care should be given when adding 
interactivity to not estrange these passive viewers. The way 
forward lies in a method to deliver a rich interactive 
experience to the part of the audience who wants it, that 
does not compromise the passive viewing experience. 
Social Interaction During TV Viewing 
Social interaction can enhance the TV experience when 
applied to the right TV genres [3][6]. There are two forms 
of social interaction for TV collocated and remote. There 
has been quite a substantial amount of work done for 
remote social interaction [2][3]. But less that has focused on 
the collocated interactive experience. Obviously viewers in 
the same room can already communicate with each other 
but it would be interesting to see how second screen devices 
can be used to stimulate social interaction in the living 
room. 
LESSONS LEARNED FROM OBSERVATION AND 
INTERVIEWS 
We previously investigated a commercial second screen 
companion application that offered extra information in 
accompaniment to a television program. Based on 
observations and interviews with viewers and producers, 
and actual usage data of a companion app from Google 
Analytics, we discovered several insights and 
recommendations on how to design companion apps related 
to ease of use, timing, social interaction, attention and 
added value [4]. 
One of the things we learned is that viewers enjoy the 
added layer of interactivity to their ‘passive TV show’, 
however the ‘interactive’ viewer is usually still just a very 
small part of the total audience. Broadcasters and Program 
makers are therefore hesitant to implement interactivity that 
could ‘bother’ these ‘regular’ viewers. As one broadcaster 
put it: 
“The problem is that many program makers say the group 
of second screen users is only a small percentage of our 
viewers and won’t change their show just for them.” 
One way to offer an interactive experience, that viewers 
who do not want to participate will not notice, is through 
the use of a second screen. A second screen application can 
offer extras without interfering with the first screen. 
Because second screen devices are usually personal 
devices, like tablets and smartphones, even when there are 
several people watching a TV program in the same room, 
one or more of them can participate in the interaction 
without disturbing the others who do not wish to 
participate. The market penetration for second screen 
devices is also high. Therefore availability should not be a 
concern. 
Another concern from TV producers is that a second screen 
companion app will distract its users from the television 
show itself. 
2nd International Workshop on Interactive Content Consumption at 
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“A challenge is to convince program makers that the 
second screen won’t distract from the first screen 
experience.” – Second screen app developer 
From the observation and interviews we found that viewers 
that use these second screen apps use non program related 
second screen applications like email, Facebook or Twitter 
when there is no dedicated second screen application 
available for the show itself. 
“If there’s nothing happening for a while I tend to switch to 
something else. You might miss some updates then, because 
you don’t switch back to the app in time.” 
Dedicated second screen applications could therefore 
actually increase the attention of these users for the TV 
program. As a second screen app developer puts it: 
“If you offer a good second screen app with a TV show and 
you can engage viewers through this second screen, you 
will end up with a more attentive TV viewer.” 
In conclusion using a second screen to deliver an interactive 
experience for a TV show has the advantages of having a 
readily available infrastructure and the possibility to not 
disturb people who just want to passively enjoy the show. 
There is however also a big disadvantage of relying solely 
on the second screen for interactivity. 
MOVING ON WITH FIRST AND SECOND SCREEN 
The downside of the use of a second screen for interactivity 
is the loss of a group feel when watching a show together in 
the same room. Everybody uses an individual device. It is 
possible for people to share a device but this brings with it 
its own problems with polls or quizzes because only one 
answer can be given. The TV screen is the central device in 
this scenario. The difficulty is using the TV to facilitate a 
group experience without compromising the experience of 
those who do not want to participate in the interactive 
portion of the TV show. A way to solve this is by using 
overlays on the TV. Overlays are a way to show 
information to a TV viewer that is not imbedded in the 
broadcast signal. Overlays are used to show TV viewers the 
EPG or TV menus for instance. With the use of overlays in 
combination with second screen devices, it is possible to 
offer a group experience that doesn’t interfere with the 
show itself while still giving everyone control through their 
own device. 
To find out how a setup like this impacts group dynamics, 
we are planning a pilot with an interactive quiz application 
as an addition to the Dutch TV show ‘De Rijdende Rechter. 
This pilot will be executed as part of the TV-Ring European 
research project. “De Rijdende Rechter is a Dutch TV show 
that deals with a judge ruling in disputes between civilians. 
There is a quiz element to this show in which viewers can 
predict how the judge will rule on certain statements. At the 
moment anyone with a second screen device can participate 
but there is no way to see scores or a status from other 
participants. In the pilot an overview of the participants and 
their scores will be presented on the TV through an HbbTV 
overlay. We predict that this will lead to more social 
interaction between the people who watch and participate in 
the quiz together and thereby to more enjoyment. In the 
first prototyping phase we will create different versions of 
the quiz. This will be a round of paper prototypes. The goal 
of this phase is to try many different methods for different 
phases of the game, like the setup, the questions, and the 
scores, to investigate which combination stimulates social 
interaction the most. The methods will differ in the amount 
of information (names, scores, rank, answer status etc.) that 
is presented and on which screen this information is 
displayed (TV, second screen). After the initial phase the 
most promising methods will be turned into interactive 
prototypes. The end goal is to have a live version that will 
be fully functional which will be developed in collaboration 
with our TV-Ring partners from the NPO (Nederlandse 
publieke omroep, www.npo.nl) and Peoples Playground 
(www.peoplesplayground.nl). 
DISCUSSION 
Interactive TV applications are very much enjoyed by a 
certain group of users. However this group is still relatively 
small compared to the whole of the TV audience. Because 
of this Broadcasters and TV makers are hesitant to invest 
much in interactive TV development and they certainly do 
not want to adapt their regular programs too much and risk 
alienating this majority of passive viewers. This leads to a 
chicken and egg conundrum: because TV makers are 
hesitant to offer interactive content, the state of interactive 
TV is not developing very rapidly which in turn leads to the 
group of interactive viewers staying small which leads to 
little investment in interactive TV etc. 
We already found second screen applications to be a good 
way to offer an interactive TV experience that does not 
interfere with regular viewing. However the second screen 
alone does not maximize the increased social interaction 
interactive TV can offer. We propose a setup with second 
screen and overlays on the first as a solution. This setup is 
able to deliver a rich interactive experience that stimulates 
interaction to the viewers who seek it out while at the same 
time being almost invisible to the viewers who want to 
‘simply watch their show’. We believe it can play a big role 
in solving the interactive TV chicken and egg conundrum. 
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ABSTRACT 
We present a geospatial navigation concept for browsing 
videos according to their tagged geographic location. The 
proposed application is derived from two modi operandi 
for selecting video content: While continuous, yet one-
dimensional flipping through listed video clips can be 
controlled with a regular HbbTV remote control, the 
discrete selection of video clips that are positioned on 
maps according to their tagged location is usually done 
with mouse and cursor. The proposed concept combines 
the ease of use of a remote control in a lean-back setting 
and the precision of selecting videos on maps.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Combining the ease of use to navigate small amounts of 
video clips with simple navigation devices with the benefit 
of accessing huge numbers of clips is a challenging task 
[1]. We introduce the term “location flipping“, which 
stands for toggling through videos on geographical maps 
while benefitting from the ease of use of a remote control 
sufficient in lean back settings. Universally known flipping 
corresponds to hopping through lists of television channels. 
In more interactive settings as in Web TV users are able to 
choose from videos that are positioned according to the 
videos geospatial location on a geographic map. However, 
the ease of use of a remote control is not provided. Thus, 
location flipping aims to combine thonse both paradigms 
for navigating geospatial content with a regular HbbTV 
remote control in a lean back setting. Since standard 
HbbTV remote controls are equipped with a four way 
navigation and four colored buttons for additonal functions, 
they will be used for the proposed application. 
We present the prototype of a novel interface for lean back 
remote control navigation and selection of videos on maps 
and the corresponding implementation for retrieving video 
clips depending on their geographic content on a map. 
 
RELATED WORK 
Flipping through a finite variety of channels on a TV set  
is a well-known task during habitual video browsing. Here,  
a remote control offers few buttons and is favourable for 
that kind of lean back environment. In contrast, lean 
forward settings allow the navigation of an infinite amount 
of potentially more suitable video clips. However, a more 
advanced navigation and consequent user involvement will 
be necessary [2]. The already existing approaches for 
selecting video content that are presented on maps with the 
use of a remote control lack among other things the feature 
of video previews. 
 
USER CENTERED DESIGN PROCESS 
To determine user expectations of location based zapping 
and generate insight for developing this novel lean back 
interface, first a questionnaire was conducted. While 
gaining insight into user behaviour, adequate participants 
for the following workshop were recruited. Subsequently 
an analog prototype was developed and evaluated. 
Following the workshop the here presented interactive 
prototype was implemented and evaluated.  
 
USING A HBBTV REMOTE CONTROL 
To navigate interactive items an a TV screen, most 
applications use the remote controls four way navigation 
consisting of four cursor keys grouped around a center 
button as well as four colored keys. Also the workshop 
proposed navigating the four cardinal directions with the 
four cursor keys on the HbbTV remote control. 
 
INTERACTIVE PROTOTYPE 
 
        
Figure 1. Digital Prototype – Selecting Locations 
 
The application is started by the menu of the receiver. The 
text input is realized by the receivers remote control 
numeric keys. To ensure the readability of the font, 
overlong text is scrolled like a ticker.  
2nd International Workshop on Interactive Content Consumption at 
TVX’14, June 25, 2014, Newcastle, UK. 
Copyright is held by the author/owner(s). 
The application offers a variety of modes to select a 
location. After an initial location is selected, surrounding 
clips can be navigated by the remote controls four direction 
pattern (figure 1). 
• Auto 1 and 2: With the help of the receivers IP 
adress and two free usable services, the geographic 
position of the viewer is detected by a database. Any 
queries will only being send in case of a changed IP 
adress. 
• During a continuous TV program, the function Auto 
TV will search for specified words in the description 
of the current watched show.  
• The List of locations enables the search of available 
locations through text input via an on screen virtual 
keyboard. 
• The active selection of locations and zooming in a 
map by numeric keys is available by choosing the 
function mapZoom. 
• The function last makes the latest used geoposition 
available.  
• Users are able to save their current geoposition 
within the application by selecting the function. 
 
After choosing a location, the main view of the application 
is started (figure 2). The video clip, that is nearest to the 
selected geographical position, is provided as the biggest 
thumbnail in the middle of the screen. This video can be 
scaled to full screen mode and a provided timeline enables 
the user to fast-forward and rewind. This centered video 
clip is surrounded by four more video previews in the 
north, south, east and west attached to four triangles 
representing the cardinal directions. Those triangles are 
marked with the words north, east, south and west to 
increase their meaning and can be accessed by the remote 
controls arrow keys. In addition, two more but smaller 
thumbnails are positioned above and below of each cardinal 
one, which display a preview of the subsequent video clips. 
The shown previews in north, south, east and west 
represent the nearest video clips to the selected clip and are 
overlayed by their titles. More functions can be accessed 
with the four colored menu items present in the lower third 
of the screen, that are refered to by the four color buttons 
on the HbbTV remote control. By pushing the red button, a 
navigable map of the currently picked area is shown. The 
green key offers several filtering options for the retrieved 
video clips and the yellow one a list of all search results. 
The blue button is reserved for yet to be determined 
features like favorites, location selection or other 
informations. 
 
FUTURE WORK 
The goal of the proposed interactive prototype was to 
determine if users find the idea of location zapping useful 
and whether our proposed navigation concept for flipping 
location based video clips is suitable for that application. 
Indeed, the concept is efficient and feasible, however a 
variety of future functionalities has to be considered due to 
the constraints of a HBB TV remote controls. Although, 
parameters like the search distance threshold, duration,  
creation date as well as search and input of a position need  
to be included. 
Figure 2. Digital Prototype - Main TV-view 
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geographical map while maintaining the ease-of-use of a remote control
Location Based Video Flipping
 FAST BROWSING AND FLIPPING THROUGH VIDEO CLIPS 
 WITHIN THE FOUR CARDINAL DIRECTIONS OF THEIR 
 GEOGRAPHICAL RELATION TO EACH OTHER 
̽Video in middle is nearest to users geographical position
̽Four thumbnails are positioned in the cardinal directions 
relational to the user‘s position, they can be reached with 
the four way keys on the remote 
Selecting a direction is like steering 
in the corresponding cardinal direction.
 QUALITATIVE EVALUATION 
̽Eleven users, previous experience with Smart TV applications
̽Observation study without feedback from the supervisor
̽Real life conditions in a living room 
̽DVB-S set-top-box, 42-inch TV & HbbTV remote 
 FINDINGS 
̽Participants used the four way navigation buttons intuitively 
to access and watch location based video clips
̽Three users did not identify the cardinal directions or the 
spatial position of the thumbnails
 FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS 
̽Function for selecting locations that are different 
from the users‘ initial location
̽More prominent visualization of the connection between: 
cardinal direction / on screen triangle  / four way navigation 
 LEAN FORWARD SETTINGS 
Discrete selection of video clips that are positioned 
on maps according to their geographic location
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SELECTING 
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CONTENT
USER 
CENTERED
DESIGN
PROCESS
 DESIGN WORKSHOP: 
 Unfocus-Group  
̽Four contrasting participants 
of questionnaire
̽One interactive TV-solutions designer
̽One HbbTV application developer
 DESIGN WORKSHOP: 
 Areas Of Inspiration 
̽4XHVWLRQQDLUHV ͤQGLQJV
̽Variety of remote controls 
̽Information visualization
NAVIGATION 
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right/
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down/
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up/
north
playback
of current clip
thumbnail of next clip 
in cardinal direction
EVALUATION
 QUESTIONNAIRE  
̽Determine user expectations
̽Generate insight 
̽Find participants for workshop
̽26 people, aged 19 to 76 years
 LEAN BACK SETTINGS  
&RQWLQXRXVRQHGLPHQVLRQDO ͥLSSLQJWKURXJK
subsequent video clips that are ordered in lists
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, new options are presented for seamless 
connection and synchronization between linear – passive / 
lean back - Television broadcasts and interactive – lean 
forward - online multimedia content as well as 2nd Screen 
applications. Based on two project examples it will be 
shown and solutions discussed concerning scene- & 
segment-based synchronization between the content of 
information/news/documentary or children TV broadcasts 
and related additionally 'stretched' online content as well 
as interactive applications – both on TV and/or on 2nd 
Screen. The projects and examples are based on the 
emerging interactive TV standard HbbTV – Hybrid 
Broadcast Broadband TV. A mixed passive / interactive 
consumption approach is an important issue here. 
The first example is a very well-suited solution for the TV 
program categories 'news', 'information' or 'documentary' 
and thus for informal learning scenarios involving mixed 
TV/Internet solutions. This is a joint project with 
Germany's public broadcaster ZDF for the daily 30-
minute news magazine 'heute-journal'. The aim was here 
to provide viewers with access to synchronized 
complementary information, simplifying broadcasting 
techniques and facilitating an intuitive way and non-
disruptive form of interactivity and presentation. Other 
related content and Apps are to be used as flexibly as 
possible, either on the TV screen, a connected second 
screen device, or in a parallel manner on both devices. 
The technical basis for this is HbbTV. 
The second example is an actual technical concept study 
implemented for interwoven TV and 2nd Screen content 
and application. Firstly, the TV-based HbbTV application 
triggers the 2nd Screen app to change the presentation, 
content and functionality of the app. We call this effect 
'Application Triggering'. Secondly, there are different 
content and application types focusing either on television 
or mobile devices that mutually complement each other – 
we call this approach 'Splitting Content & Splitting 
Application'.  
 
 
This second example will demonstrate the extensive 
interactivity vis-a-vis creative visual tasks. The 'viewser' 
should A) directly address a specific topic and B) promote 
their creative work for the viewer community. The 
application also allows simultaneous / collaborative work 
on a mutual creative 'project' and the joint presentation of 
the results to the public. 
The aim of such new technical, interactive, cross-media/-
channel and cross-device solutions is to promote 
'Augmented Informal Learning with Television-based 
Media'. 
Author Keywords 
Interactive Television, Smart-TV, Hybrid TV, Cross-
Device, Second Screen, HbbTV, Connected-TV, Content-
Enrichment, Synchronized Content, Informal Learning 
ACM Classification Keywords 
H.1.2 User/Machine Systems ,H.5 Information interfaces 
and presentation, H2. Database Management 
INTRODUCTION 
We are presently observing certain important 
developments in media devices infrastructure in terms of 
the form of media distribution, TV content presentation 
form, TV formats, and media usage patterns: 
 Exponential increase in the usage of WebTV, 
Internet-Video and IPTV – both live and on demand. 
[1] 
 Growing number of Internet-connected Smart-
TV/Hybrid-TV (HbbTV) devices.[4] 
 Growing number of complementary multichannel 
TV-based and TV-related content[1],[5]  
 Wide range of daily information/ 
documentary/popular science programs being 
broadcast.[5] 
 Exponential increase in number of mobile devices in 
particular tablets and 'smartlets'.  
 Increased usage of mobile devices used to view 
television broadcasts – the emerging 2nd Screen 
phenomena.[1] 
 Growing social exchange while, or associated with 
viewing a certain TV event or broadcast.[1] 
 
 
2nd International Workshop on Interactive Content Consumption at 
TVX’14, June 25, 2014, Newcastle, UK. 
Copyright is held by the author/owner(s). 
Such developments not only prompt new consumption 
patterns and needs by the viewers of Television and 
Television-based media, they also give TV media 
producers and broadcasters/providers new opportunities in 
terms of new program formats and possibilities. 
The Television sector already has access to novel new 
forms of interactivity and complementary content 
solutions. Content can be now appropriately distributed 
among the various media presentation formats, media 
channels and media devices, which ensures the most 
effective media impact and creating stronger bonds 
between the viewer/user 'viewser' and a specific certain 
media program/channel/. 
Within the scope of 'Cross-Media' and 'Connected TV' 
approach there are also new opportunities to enrich 
content and to more closely engage viewers with the 
provided information. Particularly the interplay between 
large TV Screens and mobile second screens on Tablets or 
Smartphones is creating an 'Augmented Television' effect. 
It means the consumption possibility of complementary, 
additionally content to the running/playing broadcast – 
whether live or on demand. 
How WebTV and IPTV impact traditional TV 
consumption 
There is no doubt for the still exponential growing 
Internet based Video and Television content and its usage 
almost of each Internet user worldwide.[5] 
The increasing use of 'Online-Video' also impacts cross-
media usage patterns and behavior[7]. Online users are  
used to instantly and directly accessing their desired 
video/TV. Linear TV consumption is decreasing 
significantly among younger viewers in favor of active, 
time-shifted and on-demand TV content.[5] The 
interactive and non-linear approach to consuming media 
or any online content is often based on the ability to 
setting 'bookmarks', 'marking' or to recording certain 
IPTV content for subsequent viewing. 
Hybrid-TV is the foundation for successful Interactive 
TV 
There number of commercially available Smart and 
Hybrid TV devices is growing rapidly, increasingly with 
direct internet connectivity features.[4] However, there is 
a subtle fine difference between the conventional Smart 
TV usage based on installed TV Apps on the TV device, 
and the genuine 'hybrid functionality' of Smart TV as 
provided by the interactive Television standard HbbTV 
(ETSI TS 102 796). 
Traditionally Smart TV Apps will be used asynchronous 
to the current running or on-demand TV 
broadcast/content. Typical applications here include 
video-on-demand portals, 7 days catch up Television, 
news, weather or multimedia magazines from diverse 
publishers. 
The 'real hybrid' TV approach means a synchronous 
connection between the on-screen, on-demand or live TV 
image and an appropriate TV App or related content. 
Today we can already cross-link an exact scene or 
segment on the TV screen with additional online content 
or/and Apps. From the perspective our research group, 
this time and content based synchronization between the 
TV broadcast and related additional content or 
applications is a very important prerequisite in terms of 
ensuring the effective functionality of interaction between 
the passive and active TV related content. 
Parallel viewing of TV & Internet with 2nd Screen  
There are indications that the parallel use of Internet 
content and services during the consumption of TV has 
been increasing over the past few years.[7] Parallel use of  
Tablets and Smartphones as so called 2nd Screen devices 
during the TV consumption and in particular Tablets (and 
'phablets' or 'smartlets' as small Tablets) has increased 
over the last two years and is increasingly playing a key 
role due to the enhanced usability and multimedia 
potentials these devices provide vis-a-vis conventional 
smartphones.[1]  
Inasmuch as the 2nd Screen trend remains a relatively new 
phenomenon there are many different definitions and 
categorizations of the applications. The '2nd Screen 
Society' distinguishes between three major categories of 
2nd Screen applications involving slightly different 
impacts on media experiences: A) Companion Apps (that 
complete the viewing experiences – e.g. Tweets to the TV 
event), B) Converged or Enhanced Viewing Apps (for the 
'Momentum' Experience – e.g. current statistics during a 
live sport event) and C) Viewing Apps (for the Viewing 
Experience – e.g. Video Library of a broadcaster).[1] 
Increasingly, these three App categories tend to merge. 
Our projects are positioned between the Companion and 
the Converged categories. 
The question then arises as to age group differences: 
which is the 1st or the 2nd Screen of choice? Statistics 
generally show that young people (14 – 29 years old) are 
still watching TV content, but usually not on conventional 
TV screens; this group prefers Laptop/PC, Smartphone or 
Tablet as their 1st Screen devices.[5] 
The next important aspect regarding 2nd Screen usage is 
the issue of WHAT do 'viewsers' consume on their mobile 
devices while watching TV? An important survey 
conducted in Germany in 2013 shows that the most 
popular activities (multiple answers were possible) were 
checking and writing e-mails (65% by Smartphone/74% 
by Tablet) surfing on the web (48%/58%), visiting social 
networks (43%/46%) and more importantly for our 
project - (26%/42%!) are searching for additional content 
related to the currently viewed TV broadcast, 41% of 
Tablet users are searching for information about products 
offered in TV Ads, and 26% are using TV-related social 
networks.[10] 
With more than 41% of the 2nd Screen activity related to 
searching information either about on-screen TV 
broadcast content or Ad content, it can be claimed that a 
significant number 'viewsers' are interested in obtaining 
synchronous information related to their current on-screen 
TV content 
Information, Popular Science and Infotainment on TV 
Statistics regarding the consumption of and offered TV in 
both Germany and in several other countries reveal a 
broad range of information-related broadcasts. In terms of 
genre, information-related broadcasts hold first place in 
Germany itself (the German language also extends to 
Austria and parts of Switzerland). In terms of 
consumption, this genre holds 2nd place, only 3% behind 
the popular fiction genre. The information genre also 
appears to interest young people, as it holds 2nd place after 
fiction and ahead of entertainment, translating to nearly 
25% of the entire TV genre range.[3] 
'News' is the most demanded information format and TV 
remains one of the main information sources among 
different media options. Approximately 80% of younger 
people, i.e. 'Digital Natives'1 (average age approx. 25 
years) visit at least one news option every day, with 90% 
of the 'Digital Immigrants' and more than 70% of 
'Millennium Teenagers' also interested in daily news 
services. In Germany, the primetime news show 
'Tagesschau' presented on the first public broadcast 
channel ARD attracts nine million viewers each day, and 
approximately 4 million viewers for the 30-minute news 
magazine 'heute-journal' presented by the second public 
broadcast channel ZDF. Television is still the chief 
information source and medium for news for the 'younger' 
audience (up to age 44) with approximately 31-35% using 
TV and 40% using Internet; for the 'over-44' audience the 
ratio of TV/Internet is 50% / 20%. [3][5] 
INFORMAL LEARNING VIA INTERACTIVE HYBRID-TV 
Television possesses enormous potential in terms of 
visualization and story-telling (drama), indeed an 
approach that can present information in a very dedicated 
manner. In recent years, a noticeable change in the visual 
form and presentation quality of information-related TV 
productions has been observed. In addition to new optical 
techniques such as tracking and flying camera shots at 
difficult locations such caves or water falls, there are 
mixed animated 3D imaging and FX techniques video 
shots able to visualize hidden structures in underground 
constructions or bridges for instance, particularly in the 
documentary sector. 
For so called 'fictional documentaries' – Docufiction –
theatrical and dramaturgical elements are increasingly 
                                                            
1 Classifying audiences as 'Digital Natives', 'Digital Immigrants' 
or 'Millennium Children' is not uncontroversial, but is 
appropriate for the purpose of this paper. 
used and mixed with 'real' documentary film to better 
illustrate the circumstances, topics and content in a more 
motivated and appealing form. 
 
Fig. 1: Screenshot from the documentary 'Underground City: 
London' that integrates 3D visualization elements  
These new ways of presenting visual and dramaturgical 
content on TV can help viewers to better understand 
complex or hidden systems and promote interest in certain 
topics. Conventional linear Television remains a time 
based 'fluid medium' nevertheless. The advent of 
numerous recording or on-demand techniques makes it 
possible to pause, repeat and search for further additional 
related information pertaining to the real-time broadcast. 
As stated above, based on the broad range of offered 
content and significant interest in the information genre, it 
is evident that the demand for 'informal learning' with TV 
based content will continue to grow. 
More effective and more stable information acquisition 
and thereby improvements in the informal learning 
process will occur if 'viewsers' are not only watching, 
playing and stopping 'mono-medial' TV content, but are 
also able to access information via different medial 
formats and from different content sources, actively 
involving them across the entire spectrum of the 
knowledge acquisition process. Such 'effectiveness' 
aspects associated with the successful knowledge 
acquisition and construction are well documented in the 
spheres of e-learning and multimedia didactics. [7]  
At this point provides Hybrid-TV in particular with the 
HbbTV technique the possibility for the audience to 
interact 'directly' with the viewing content to a) get 
additional information in variety presentation mode or 
from different sources or/and b) to use interactive 
application for deeper elaboration of the content and the 
presented problem/issue.  
From a media-didactics perspective, however, it is well 
known that neither deep interactivity nor professionally 
prepared complementary multimedia content 'alone' are 
adequate in terms of ensuring effective information 
acquisition and knowledge construction, nor for an 
effective learning process. Particularly when 'informal 
learning' is applied to understand a wide range of different 
new topics in the TV 'information world' the audience 
needs to be provided with an overview of the specific 
issue. In the otherwise chiefly self-regulated 
constructivistic learning environments, the 'cognitive 
apprenticeship' approach is a major instructional & 
learning methods. The principle here is initially introduce, 
demonstrate, explain, help and guide learners to 
internalize problem-solving methodologies, and then to 
encourage them to act independently of the instructor in a 
step-wise fashion. Self-guided information and 
knowledge acquisition is particularly suited for learners 
familiar with the issue at hand or those requiring 
additional information. [2] 
Other constructivistic well-known approaches include 
'Anchored Instruction' and 'Problem based learning', 
which focuses on promoting an interesting issue at the 
start of the learning process in order to achieve deeper 
interest and motivation among the audience for the 
presented issue. Here, Television is very well suited as an 
'anchoring and motivating engine' with its enormous 
imagery and dramaturgic potential. 
Television broadcasts can be perceived according to the 
above mentioned approaches and aspects such as 
'Motivation, Identification and Overview Streams' or 
'Guided Tours' (spoken in 'old fashioned' Hypermedia 
language) with respect to a topic, an issue or a problem. 
With the technical options currently offered by Hybrid-
TV systems like HbbTV and especially through the 
segment/topic related synchronized additional content 
or/and 2nd Screen application pertaining to the on-screen 
broadcast, 'viewsers' can immediately access additional 
information or become interactive participants via Apps, 
whether on the TV or on the 2nd Screen. Armed with these 
technologies, a wide range of effective informal learning 
methods such as those mentioned above can be offered in 
a meaningful mix of passive (e.g. introduction, overview, 
problematization) and active (e.g. additional multimedia 
content, involving apps) phases and artifacts of the 
converged TV and Online media environment. 
In the two following projects below we have tried to 
create such mixed and converged interactive and 
multimedia TV/Online/2nd Screen environments for more 
effective informal learning. 
PROJECT 1: AUGMENTED NEWS MAGAZINE 
THROUGH SEGMENT-RELATED & SYNCHRONIZED 
ADDITIONAL CONTENT & 2ND SCREEN 
In this project  in association with the second German 
national public television broadcaster ZDF – we have 
developed a Connected Hybrid-TV & 2nd Screen real 
scenario based on the HbbTV standard for the 30-minute 
late-evening daily news magazine 'heute-journal'. The 
goal of the project was to give audience the opportunity to 
access additional more comprehensive, issue-
synchronized information on the topic at hand during the 
live news broadcast (magazine or documentary). The 
topics generally run between two, and not longer than five 
minutes. The broadcast stream automatically triggers the 
TV and the 2nd Screen device to display additional 
information – initially as thumbnails or text lines – using 
'stream events' techniques, which are integrated into the 
DVB transport stream.  
 
Fig. 2: Screenshot Project 1 'Connected HbbTV' Application 
with related content shown on the TV screen 
The additional related content appears as a thumbnail tail 
in the lower area of the screen. A 'short mode' also 
provided that can display the supplementary incoming 
information in the non-intrusive form of a text line above 
the navigation panel (see the next figure). 
 
Fig. 3: Screenshot Project 1 in the 'short mode' 
The 'short mode' should take up as little space as possible 
on the TV screen. 
The related additional content will be prepared within an 
editorial process. ZDF is currently working to automate 
the content matching process. 
In the 2nd Screen App (see figure 4 below) a time line 
corresponding to the news broadcast time is displayed, 
which will shifts automatically during the broadcast, as 
long as the user does not touch the screen. Synchronous to 
the stream events, fresh information appears at the 
corresponding time stamp on the running timeline. 
In this way viewers still have very easy and intuitive 
access to the additional information concerning the 
current presented topic of a broadcast. 

Fig. 4: The synchronized functionality of the 1st (above)  
and the 2nd Screen – on both screens same new content 
Initially, the audience is not required to search at any 
website or media database for the additional information, 
thereby loosing focus on the running broadcast. Both the 
mobile and TV App present teasers of information related 
to the current running topic. The viewer can either access 
the supplemental information immediately via one-finger 
touch or by selecting the teaser with the RC or by 
bookmarking this information for time-shifted access to 
the information after the news broadcast. 
 
Fig. 5: Screenshot of the 2nd Screen App with the presentation of 
geographic information for each topic in the news 
The viewer can decide to view the additional content on 
the TV Screen only, on the 2nd screen only, or on both 
screens. This helps to keep the TV screen as 'clean' as 
possible, particularly in when more than one viewer is 
watching the TV screen. The second advantage of the 
mobile presentation is the intuitive user interface that 
reacts to touch and swipe gestures to navigate the timeline 
in order to access the desired topic point. 
The connection and the synchronization between the TV 
and the mobile device will be established through a QR 
code on the TV screen in the form of session number, 
which is scanned via the Tablet's camera. The 
communication then runs via a synchronisation server 
based on node.JS technology. 
This News Application is an example of a 'gentle mix' of 
the passive and active components of a news magazine, 
indeed a non-disruptive and very flexible instrument in 
terms of providing and using supplemental content related 
to the viewed TV program. 
At the present time we are conducting usability tests with 
the 2nd screen App. 
PROJECT 2: SYNCHRONIZED AND CONVERGED 2ND 
SCREEN APPLICATION FOR INFOTAINMENT GENRE 
The second project focuses on HbbTV 'application split' 
between a TV and a Tablet device to facilitate 
comprehensive and creative interactivity, especially for 
children. 
The broadcast video shows a graffiti artist and his work; 
for this purpose we have created a 'gamification' and 
creativity App for 'graffiti'/painting tasks that functions on 
tablet devices.  
The purpose of the application was to actively involve 
children in the topic of graffiti paintings and to give them 
the opportunity to create their own electronic graffiti 
paintings on several objects, for instance on an 
underground train wagon or a wall.  
 
Fig. 6: Schematic visualization of the functionality  
of the project 2 
Our Application promotes collaborative work, for 
example two or more children can work on one graffiti 
painting together and make the results available for all 
viewers of the application or the broadcast on demand. 
The application belongs to both the 'Split' and 'Converged 
Apps' categories. 'Split' because one part of the 
application – the choice of painting object/background – 
is only possible on the TV device. The painting 'canvas' is 
only possible on the Tablet device. The gallery of user 
generated graffiti pictures can be run on both devices. 
 
Fig. 7: During the presentation of the 'Graffiti Artist Film' the 
viewer can start the Graffiti-Application with the Red Button 
The application is also 'Converged' due to a seamless 
connection between the TV and the 2nd Screen 
components of the application. Moreover, the 2nd Screen 
App is an extension of the 1st Screen App and is visual 
completely matched with the 1st Screen App. 
In this project we have established a quite new converged 
technique between the 1st and the 2nd Screen, the so called 
'Application Triggering' Effect.  
 
Fig. 8: Schematic illustration of the functionality of the 
'Triggering Effect' to change the 2nd Screen App from the 1st 
This means that the 2nd Screen App can be triggered either 
by a certain time point during the broadcast and in the 
DVB / Transport Stream or through a special 
interaction/activity inside the 1st Screen part of the 
converged application. In our case we use the latter 
solution and trigger the 2nd Screen App to change the state 
of the application from the beginning / overview state to 
the graffiti/painting state, after the user has chosen on the 
TV screen the painting object. The chosen object appears 
on the TV screen but only in the presentation mode to 
show later the creative changes on this object. On the 
Tablet appears the object in the ready to interact canvas 
and in painting mode (see the figure above).   
The painted object can be published to the joint gallery 
and made accessible for the application users, whether 
passive or active. The application has been tested during 
on two occasions and the children very excited about 
using this interactive infotainment offer.  
CONCLUSION 
An increasing number of technical options are available 
that can serve to promote information and educational 
content, in addition to novel media and interactivity 
solutions for modern informal learning TV & Internet 
based environments. Numerous options exist for the 
highly targeted synchronizing and linking of presented 
TV content (segment based) with supplemental 
information in the form of Apps for both TV and 2nd 
Screens. TV format developers, broadcasters and 
producers should therefore consider the great options at 
their disposal in terms of attracting the attention of 
'viewsers'! 
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HbbTV based Augmented Information Television with 
Segment-linked Related Content on TV and 2nd Screen  
Television or Television-based content is catching our attention 
with great pictures, animation effects and dramaturgic apsects. TV-
based content can provide an excellent overview about and an 
introduction to an issue and 'triggers' the interest of the viewer to 
get more information about a certain topic. 
News magazines or documentaries are becoming increasingly popular 
formats in TV or as Television-based content in Internet. They consist 
mostly of several different topics and some of them are especially 
interesting for the viewer for further information.  
Problems:  
A) broadcasts are fugitive content B) time-consuming search in the 
Internet  during viewing is distracting C) the search activity will be often 
postponed after viewing the broadcast, but mostly falling in oblivion... 
Solution: segment-exactly 'live' synchronization between the presented 
topic within a broadcast and the additionally information (text & picture, 
videos, geo-information) based on the HbbTV 'Stream Events' 
technology. The additionally content is appearing as thumbnail or as text 
line in the beginning of topic-segments on the TV screen or/and in the 
2nd Screen device. The viewer can decide, whether they consume the 
additionally content during the broadcast – on TV or/and on a Tablet as 
2nd Screen - or bookmark it for a 'time-shifted' consumption. On the 2nd 
Screen is running an exactly synchronized timeline to the viewed TV 
broadcast. 
Television-based Information Content is attracting Attention and 'triggering' the Interest for a Subject  
News Magazines and Documentaries consist usually of several different interesting Topics 
Synchronization between Magazine Topics and Additionally Content via HbbTV Stream Events & 2nd Screen   
Some topics of TV-based information content especially in the area of 
popular science let often questions like 'HOW it works?' remaining open or 
explained only in a very superficial manner. Viewers – especially younger 
people - are often interested in deeper (inter)active exploration of the 
presented subject on TV screen. Through meaningful interactivity related to 
the TV content there is enourmus 'learning' but also motivation potential. 
Fun and excitement through 'playful' interactivities are important function 
for deeper engagement with and elaboration about a subject. 
 
The purpose of the presented application was to actively involve children in 
the topic of graffiti paintings and to give them the opportunity to create 
their own electronic graffiti paintings on several objects, for instance on an 
underground train wagon or a wall. The application is 'Converged' due to a 
seamless connection between the TV and the 2nd Screen components of the 
application based on HbbTV Technology. The 2nd Screen App is an 
'extension' of the 1st Screen App and is controlled & trigerred through the 1st 
Screen App. 
Rich Interaction and Elaboration about a Subject through 'App-Collaboration' between  TV  2nd Screen 
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ABSTRACT
Current videoconferencing systems show a lack of support
in adapting visual remote camera presentation to the users’
needs. Some manage to put focus on the current speaker.
In this demonstration we show an automatic decision mak-
ing component in the realm of social video communication
that aims to go beyond that. Our approach takes into account
several aspects such as the current conversational situation,
conversational metrics of the past and device capabilities to
make decisions on the visual representation of available video
streams. This allows to optimally support users in communi-
cation within various communication contexts.
Author Keywords
Videoconferencing, communication orchestration, automatic
decision making
INTRODUCTION
Audio-visual communication pervades slowly but continu-
ously our daily life, mainly driven by the availability of
broadband services and mobile devices. One important aspect
in our life is social communication with our friends. This type
of communication is featured by certain characteristics for ex-
ample people could join and leave continuously, the dynamic
of the conversation might change over time and the network
capabilities might change. Current video communication sys-
tems for social communication have limited intelligence to
adapt to specific communication situations. We argue that
taking into account conversational metrics and other param-
eters such as device capabilities and to adapt the visual rep-
resentation of the videoconferencing client accordingly helps
the user to get immersed by the communication experience.
The Vconect1 project investigates novel ways of support-
ing mediated audio-visual communication for ad-hoc groups.
One problem implied by such video communication setups
is that for each participant, there are multiple video streams
available as options for being currently shown, i.e. when there
1http://www.vconect-project.eu/
2nd International Workshop on Interactive Content Consumption at TVX14, June 25,
2014, Newcastle, UK.
Copyright is held by the author/owner(s).
are n participants and each is equipped with 1 camera, n  1
exterior video streams are candidates for being displayed at
each client (no self-view assumed). The question is how to
optimally deal with them. An intuitive, but not always scal-
able option, is to show each user all video streams side by side
on one screen (referred to as tiled layout). We set out to inves-
tigate more sophisticated solutions with the aim of achieving
better communication support through intelligent camera se-
lection. When taking into account further parameters such
as conversational metrics [1] which represent the dynamics
of a conversation, and the capabilities and size of the client
it is possible to select a suitable visual layout and the corre-
sponding video streams. A component which automatically
executes a mixing process of different video streams is known
as a Virtual Director [2]. In the realm of communication this
is mostly referred to as Orchestration [4].
Subsequently we discuss the architecture and influencing pa-
rameters of the decision making component which intelli-
gently switches between visual representations and executes
the video mixing process for each user. Then the demo is
described in detail and highlights what users can expect.
ORCHESTRATION
Communication Orchestration is the decision making which
controls the mixing process of all available video streams. It
can be compared to compiling a live TV transmission but in
the case of video conferencing it has to address communica-
tion rather than narrative needs. Orchestration is a reasoning
process which operates in real-time for each location partic-
ipating in the communication. It builds upon the audio and
video processing infrastructure and executes camera control
and audio-visual composition (cf. [4]).
The Orchestration Engine in the Vconect project automati-
cally produces camera selections and visual layout changes
by reasoning on audio-visual cue streams from its partici-
pants. The system is implemented as a three step process:
Cue extraction: Audio-visual streams are processed by
analysis modules in the system underneath and low level
cues are extracted in real-time. An example for a low level
cue is “voice activity”.
Fusion and interpretation: Low-level cues from all loca-
tions are aggregated in the Semantic Lifting module of the
Orchestration Engine. In this stage, higher-level semantic
events that concern the communication as a whole, such as
a “turn-shift”, are generated while properties of the state
of the interaction at each point, such as “active speaker”
1
or “crosstalk”, are evaluated continuously. The module
aims to achieve a computational interpretation of the cur-
rent communication situation on a semantic level that can
directly be evaluated by the decision making components.
The Semantic Lifting module also calculates conversation
metrics such as “turn shifts per active participants” or the
“active participation duration per each participant” based
on a sliding temporal window. These conversation metrics
allow to identify monologue situations or to identify the
“heatedness” of a discussion.
Decision making: The application of mixing rules that result
in the shot selection and the selection of the visual layout
is made by the Director modules. For each screen one sep-
arate instance reasons based on high-level events and con-
versation metrics received from Semantic Lifting and other
modules. This process allows to select the optimal visual
layout in combination with the necessary video streams for
each user and gives best support in communication by re-
specting the given limitations.
The two latter components are part of the Orchestration En-
gine which is a central, server-side software component. The
logic is implemented declaratively using forward-chaining
rules of the JBoss Drools2 reasoning engine. Detailed ex-
amples of rules already incorporated into the system together
with challenges about their implementation were reported
in [3].
a
b
c
Figure 1. (a) Layout with focus on one person and with smaller tiles for
all other participants. (b) Tiled view layout. (c) Full screen layout.
THE DEMO
This demo shows the abilities of a video conferencing sys-
tem for social communication that takes into account various
system parameters as well as conversation metrics to select
the optimal visual layout for each participant. Figure 1a il-
lustrates a layout with focus on one person and with smaller
tiles for all other participants. This is suitable for most sit-
uations when the screen size is big enough and the number
2https://www.jboss.org/drools/
of participants does not exceed more then 10 people and the
conversation is in a low or normal pace. If the conversation
gets more heated (animated), meaning there is a high number
of turn shifts between the participants within the analysis time
window, it would be beneficial for the user to see all involved
participants on the screen. This visual layout is illustrated in
figure 1b but this can only be applied if certain other param-
eters allow a switch e.g. there needs to be enough space on
the users screen. A single full screen layout which has only
one video stream (see figure 1c) will be chosen when there is
a monologue detected by a participant. Another reason for a
single full screen layout would be if the the screen size is very
small.
Interested persons have the possibility at the live demo to use
one videoconferencing node on site to join a video confer-
encing session together with four remote participants. The
remote participants are located in different offices in differ-
ent countries. Video streams are transmitted in HD quality
from all participants. Users can experience a videoconfer-
encing system which automatically selects a suitable visual
layout and the right video streams to optimally support users
in communication. It is also possible to manually select the
visual layout so that the automatic decision making system
can be easily compared.
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Current videoconferencing systems show a lack of support in adap-
ting visual remote camera presentation to the users‘ needs. Some 
manage to put focus on the current speaker. In this demonstration 
we show an automatic decision making component in the realm of 
social video communication that aims to go beyond that.Our ap-
proach takes into account several aspects such as the  
current conversational situation, conversational metrics of the past 
and device capabilities to make decisions on the visual represen- 
tation of available video streams. This allows to optimally support 
users in communication within various communication contexts. 
 
A single full screen layout which has only one 
video stream will be chosen when there is a 
monologue detected by a participant. Another 
reason for a single full screen layout would be 
if the the screen size is very small. 
 
If the conversation gets more heated  
(animated), meaning there is a high number of 
turn shifts between the participants within the 
analysis time window, it would be beneficial 
for the users to see all involved participants on 
the screen. 
 
A layout with focus on one person and with 
smaller tiles for all other participants. This is 
suitable for most situations when the screen 
size is big enough and the number of  
participants does not exceed more then  
10 people and the conversation is in a low  
or normal pace. 
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ABSTRACT
In this demo paper we present how the SIVA Suite can be
used as a multimedia help system for technical applications in
SMEs. After describing our use case, a mechanics scenario,
we show how our software was extended to fit all require-
ments of this scenario. We present short overviews over each
component of the SIVA Suite: the authoring tool, the player,
and the server application. Thereby, important new features
are described briefly.
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INTRODUCTION
Dynamic presentations like videos are well suited for the
explanation of procedural skills, especially motor skills [1].
Most of the traditional videos show the execution of a proce-
dural task in one single video. If subtasks are already known
by the viewer, finding the right subsequence with the needed
information can be a laborious task. Tasks consisting of mul-
tiple subtasks are hard to navigate due to the lack of an over-
lying structure like a table of contents or a search function.
Tasks where single steps are depending on certain conditions
result in duplicate scenes in different videos. This results in
high download volumes using online videos, because usually
large parts of a video are downloaded until the scene with the
needed information is found. These problems can be over-
come with hypervideos in combination with navigational el-
ements. Longer videos are split up into scenes and a navi-
gational structure as well as additional information to video
2nd International Workshop on Interactive Content Consumption at TVX14, June 25,
2014, Newcastle, UK. Copyright is held by the author/owner(s).
contents is added. In the proposed demonstration, we show
how our software can help finding information for the repair
of a desktop computer more easily and quickly.
RELATED WORK
Several tools exist, which are capable of producing and play-
ing hypervideos, but they are either not implemented with
recent technologies or lack certain needed features for our
scenario. Two important tools from related work are Hyper-
Hitchcock [5] and Klynt [2]. Hyper-Hitchcock is a desktop
tool for detail-on-demand videos. Here, an explanatory video
is shown and the viewer is able to retrieve further information
on a certain task. An additional video is loaded on request, at
the end of which the main video is resumed. Klynt is capable
of producing graph-based links between videos and adding
different types of annotations to a currently shown video. The
player is implemented in HTML5, which allows the playback
of the videos on a large number of different end user devices.
Klynt is only available under a proprietary license and cannot
be extended and adapted to the requirements of our computer
repair scenario or other scenarios.
SIVA SUITE
The SIVA Suite consists of three parts which will all be pre-
sented in the demonstration. New features of all parts, com-
pared to previous work, are described briefly in this section.
Multimedia instructions are created in the authoring tool and
uploaded to the server application. The player can work in
two modes, it either downloads the instruction and works in
offline mode, or it downloads a control file and required mul-
timedia files when they are needed.
SIVA Producer
The authoring tool called SIVA Producer was improved in
different areas compared to the version presented in [4]. The
video framework was updated and missing features were im-
plemented. The settings dialog as well as the export dialogue
were simplified. The text editor was replaced by our own im-
plementation. The menu bar was extended with additional
functions like a graph checker and the color layout of the
whole application was unified. The editor for the markings
in the video which display an annotation after a user click
was revised as well (see Figure 1).
Figure 1. The annotation editor for the marking annotation.
Server Application
The server application is used to manage users, user groups,
and videos (see Figure 2). A rights management is im-
plemented to ensure that the visibility of videos is satisfied
according to the demands of the author. Certain materials
have to be protected from unauthorized access to protect the
copyright. The server furthermore provides the backend for
the logging functionality as well as interfaces to export the
logged data in different formats.
Figure 2. The video overview in the server application.
SIVA Player
With the implementation of HTML5 in most browsers, even
those for tablets and smartphones, it is now possible to im-
plement one player and use it for all platforms. This makes
the maintenance and updates of our previously used players
implemented in Flash [4] or for Android devices [3] unnec-
essary. Our new HTML5 player has a simplified layout with
one main annotation area on the right side and one navigation
area on the left side. Both can be hidden or shown separately.
Central buttons are grouped according to their range of appli-
cability. Those needed in a scene are positioned at the bottom,
those for the whole video at the top of the player (see Figure
3). A logging functionality is implemented to track the user
behavior for individual videos. The logged data are synchro-
nized with the server. We use JSON for the definition of the
hypervideo control file.
Figure 3. The player with the annotation area on the right side and the
extended button bars at the top and at the bottom.
DEMONSTRATION
In this demonstration, we show how the SIVA Suite can be
used as a multimedia help system for a technical application.
We use a computer repair scenario for our illustrations. We
present the authoring tool, the new HTML5 player, and the
server application with focus on new functions compared to
previous work.
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ABSTRACT
This paper aims to present a project in progress, an interac-
tive installation for collaborative manipulation of multime-
dia content. The proposed setup consists in a vertical main
screen and a horizontal second screen, which is used as con-
trol panel, reproducing an augmented physical desktop. Aug-
mented reality markers are used to give the user an intentional
way to interact with the system and a depth camera is used to
estimate the users’ gaze and quantify how interested they are
in the displayed content, slightly modifying the video projec-
tion itself.
Author Keywords
Interactive installation; Fiducials; Gaze tracking; Attention
estimation
INTRODUCTION
With the development and the diffusion of new technologies,
many events (social, politics, sport, etc.) involve the produc-
tion of huge amount of multimedia content. Thus, using them
as raw material in artistic works is becoming more challeng-
ing but more interesting. The installation we propose is a way
to display and to interact with big amount of content, mixing
videos from different sources, images and texts. The visi-
tor acts in two ways on the content : by choosing explicitly
notions related to the video to display and in a much more
unconscious way, by being (or not) interested in it.
RELATED WORKS
Augmented reality marker, also called fiducials, lead to the
rapid development of new possibilities in table-top aug-
mented tangible user interfaces. The web is full of examples
of use of tangible interfaces in several domains such as artis-
tic and musical creation1 or educative games2. Usually, the
artistic installations don’t deal with the visitor attention. We
want to use it along with the fiducials, as an input of our sys-
tem. A fiducial is a geometric unique two-dimensional figure
which provides presence, orientation, location and identity
1http://modular-drops.tumblr.com/
2http://www.woutersontwerpers.nl/portfolio/bosinfocentrum-t-leen/
2nd International Workshop on Interactive Content Consumption at TVX14, June 25,
2014, Newcastle, UK. Copyright is held by the author/owner(s).
information in real-time, when placed in the field of view of
a camera.
INSTALLATION DESCRIPTION
When the visitors enter the installation, they see a big screen
(main screen) on the wall and a table on which a map is pro-
jected. There are also three sets of colored objects near the
table, corresponding to three classes of keywords: people,
action, emotion. Figure 1 presents an illustration of the in-
stallation with the detailed components. The visitors select
one object of each color and put them on the map. A video
segment related to the chosen keywords is displayed on the
main screen. When the visitors are looking at the same area,
a text is added to the video. Each time a visitor shows interest
for a segment of the video, the rating of this segment is in-
cremented, increasing the probability to display it to the next
visitors. When all the visitors are gone, the main screen is
shut down.
Our videos, images and texts are related to the social and po-
litical events that happened at Gezi Park in 2013. During this
period, multimedia content have been produced in abundance
both by the press and by demonstrators themselves, as men-
tioned by Alac¸am et al.[1]. Videos taken during these events
can provide historical documentaries putting together subjec-
tive and different views of the same event. Compared to clas-
sical historian-made documentaries, this novel approach pro-
vides emotion, hope and excitement captured during impor-
tant moments which make the History.
Video segmentation and annotation
The video collection we found on Facebook mixes images
from many sources. Each file is about three-hours-long. We
chose not to cut them into short parts but to attach a subtitle-
like file which contains useful information about each seg-
ment (beginning and end times, viewers interest rate - as
Facebook “likes”, annotation keywords). Thanks to the Euro-
pean project LinkedTV3 visual analysis techniques [4], a big
part of this work can be automatized. Those techniques in-
clude automatic shot segmentation and concepts recognition.
The resulting file need to be manually edited to perfectly fit
3http://www.linkedtv.eu/
1
Figure 1. Installation setup with: 1. Main screen, displays the video
stream; 2. Second screen, displays a map / Control panel; 3. Augmented
reality markers on colored objects; 4. Main video projector; 5. Second
projector; 6. webcam for fiducials tracking; 7. MS Kinect sensor for
visitors’ head tracking
our purpose but, thanks to the subtitle-like format, this part is
quite easily done with any subtitle editor. By default, all the
segments’ rates are set to one.
Attention tracker
As exposed in the introduction, we propose an interactive in-
stallation based both on fiducial markers and on the analy-
sis of the visitor attention for the currently played multime-
dia content. According to Hawkins [2], the time the visitor
spends looking at the screen is linked to the attention he has
for the projected content. Hawkins defines four “Types of
Looks” : Monitoring (¡= 1.5 seconds), Orienting (1.5-5.5
sec.), Engaged (5.5-15 sec.) and Stares (¿15 sec.). To identify
which part of the installation the visitor is roughly looking at,
we rely on the estimation of his head pose. Accordingly to
Murphy-Chutorian [3], “[...] Head pose estimation is intrin-
sically linked with visual gaze estimation [...]. By itself, head
pose provides a coarse indication of the gaze that can be es-
timated in situations when the eyes of a person are not visible
[...].” The configuration of the installation (the screen width is
close to the visitor-screen distance), increases this effect. As
a result, if we can estimate the head position and orientation,
we can infer on interest of the visitor. To achieve this goal,
we use a Kinect sensor and the MS Kinect SDK face tracking
functions4. Each time a visitor’s attention is engaged (dura-
tion ¿ 5.5 seconds), the rate of the corresponding segment is
incremented.
Segment selection and effects
Any object fromwooden or plastic material can be turned into
a tangible controller by sticking a fiducial under it. The ap-
plication displaying the video content is a client listening to
the TUIO (UDP based network protocol)5 messages from the
reacTIVision framework6. The video content on the vertical
4http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/jj130970.aspx
5http://www.tuio.org/
6http://reactivision.sourceforge.net/
projection changes according to the markers put on the table.
When the number of objects on the table changes, a list of
video segments is updated and contains all the segments an-
notated with the keywords corresponding to the objects. To
avoid rapid convergence toward a reduced list of “popular”
segments, the one we display is chosen semi-randomly, ac-
cordingly to its rate. Once the segment is chosen, the player
jump to the beginning time of this segment.
In case of joint attention (two visitors looking at the same
screen), we propose to display related tweets on the con-
cerned screen and to increase the sound when the video shows
protesters, as an intensification of the “voice of people”.
If the user puts more than one item on the table, our system
can relate these items together by the distance between them,
give a visual feedback on the table and display a combined
content on the video projection.
CONCLUSIONS
This project aims to provide a tangible desktop application to
understand, display and interact with a big collection of mul-
timedia content. The installation should be able to adapt itself
to the public thanks to attention evaluation and an automatic
video rating system.
In our case, the content is related to very localized social
events but the system could be used for other purposes, as
in museums. This system brings new opportunities to build
subjective crowd-based documentaries.
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 Conversion of the result into subtitle (*.srt) 
 Manual edition of the subtitle file 
 Each segment annotated with keywords 
picked among 18 (3 classes, 6 per class) 
 Each segment has a score, as +1 in social 
networks 
Video selection 
 3 cubes covered with augmented reality 
markers2 
 Markers correspond to keywords from 3 classes: 
people, action, emotion 
 Markers tracking with reacTIVision software2 
 Probability to display a segment  
 Performed with a MS Kinect Sensor, face 
tracking and gaze estimation with Kinect SDK3 
 Segment score incremented when a visitor 
spend more than 5.5 seconds4 watching at the 
main screen 
 Joint attention - 2 visitors looking at the same 
area - leads to display text message (tweet) on 
the main screen 
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ABSTRACT 
In this position paper we shortly highlight the most 
important results from the European research project HBB-
NEXT that concludes in March 2014: an ethnographically 
inspired user study provided many insights into the ways 
people use second screens; an experiment comparing 
gesture, voice, and remote control with Microsoft’s Kinect 
showed that remote control still performs best, that voice 
looks very promising, and that gesture is useful in certain 
instances; an experiment with 51 participants validated four 
novel Social User Experience measures for the (user) 
evaluation of Group Recommender systems. Finally, we 
briefly outline our research agenda for another European 
research project, TV-RING, which started in September 
2013. Both research projects focus on novel concepts and 
applications using the HbbTV Standard. 
Author Keywords 
HbbTV, User Experience, Multimodal Interaction, Group 
Recommendations, Second-Screen 
ACM Classification Keywords 
H.5.m. Information interfaces and presentation 
INTRODUCTION 
Traditional TV sets are currently being replaced by Smart 
TV’s that use a variety of technologies and different 
Interaction paradigms. Game consoles act as media centers 
and will increasingly be able to deliver TV content. Second 
screens, desktop computers and mobile devices such as 
Smartphone’s and tablets are ever more popular for 
watching on demand, streaming content. The question then 
is: How will we be able to provide usable systems, and 
provide positive user experiences to all users, given this 
diversity of systems and implementations? 
In the HBB-NEXT project (http://www.hbb-next.eu), we 
tried to answer some of these questions. For starters, we 
conducted a thorough, ethnographically inspired user study 
into how people consume all kinds of content on any device 
in the home. Then, we conducted paper prototyping 
sessions concerning the general design of Smart TV 
interfaces, and specifically looked into group 
recommendations [2]. Finally, we also investigated 
different means of interacting with the Smart TV: gestures, 
speech, and the traditional remote control. 
In the TV-RING project (http://tvring.eu), we are 
continuing along this path by working on contextual 
recommendations in the home, and ways to offer 
compelling second-screen content, again using the HbbTV 
standard. This project will carry out large pilots in the 
Netherlands, Germany and Spain, each one focusing on 
different aspect. Our work will align mostly with the Dutch 
pilot.  
In the remainder of this position paper we will briefly 
sketch some of the important insights gained in the HBB-
NEXT project. Afterwards, we will provide an outlook 
concerning the research agenda carried out in TV-RING. 
DIARY STUDY 
Our first research activity in the project concerned the 
gathering of broader user requirements for the to-be-
developed applications in the project. For that purpose we 
carried out a three-week diary study in 12 households in 
Flanders [3]. The households comprised a mix of singles, 
couples, couples with very young children, and larger 
families with children. Participants were asked to report all 
their TV and video watching activities, the devices they 
use, with whom they were watching something, and 
possible second-screens that were used simultaneously. 
After the three-week diary period, we conducted interviews 
with all members of the household to discuss the diary 
entries. Interviews and diaries were then analyzed using 
quantitative analysis software (NVivo), and applying a 
Grounded Theory approach. After this analysis a number of 
main categories appeared. 
In this study we will focus on a small set of results. We 
distinguished non-program related from program-related 
second-screen use. Mostly, second screen devices were 
used not in relation to the program on TV. Some people 
were working and kept half an eye on the program. Other 
people were on social networks conversing with friends and 
family. This relates somewhat to the next observation: 
people’s attention switches quite frequently between the 
main screen and the second screen. Even within one 
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program people will shift attention away from the TV 
screen when it is not interesting enough. Some participants 
explained that for the show “So You Can Think You Can 
Dance”, they really enjoyed the dancing, but as soon as the 
program started looking behind the scenes, doing interviews 
etc. they lost interest and started doing other things. This 
emphasizes the importance of keeping your viewers 
engaged throughout the program. When creating second 
screen apps, it could be interesting to provide program-
related content on the second screen that people can 
consume when losing interest in the program on TV to keep 
viewers engaged. 
MULTIMODAL INTERACTION 
For many years we have been using a remote control to 
interact with our television. In recent years however, other 
opportunities have been studied and implemented. The 
main methods of interaction here are speech and gesture 
control. For this purpose we conducted a comparison of 
speech, gesture and remote control, for a number of basic 
media task using Microsoft’s Kinect together with the 
Xbox: navigating to a movie and play, searching for a 
movie and play, navigating to a song and play, and fast-
forward 30 minutes into a video and play [1]. We measured 
task times, evaluated positive and negative elements of the 
interaction via a post-questionnaire with 30 users, and 
observed the interaction to identify usability issues with 
each interaction modality. Finally, after they carried out the 
tasks with all techniques, we asked them to provide a 
preference ranking. 
As expected remote control performed best across the 
board. This had been our default way of using a TV for so 
many years; people really are very familiar with it. Yet, 
seven out of 30 people indicated that voice was their first 
choice. Voice control indeed performed really well. 
Especially for searching content, it is much better suited 
than either remote control or gestures. Furthermore, via 
voice control users have immediate access to the entire 
screen; using a remote control users first have to navigate 
left and right to get to the right item. Gestures did not 
perform so well. It was great for navigating to the next and 
previous screen using swipe gesture. The biggest downside 
was that people experienced fatigue up to the point some 
had to support their gesture arm with their other arm. 
GROUP RECOMMENDER UX 
Another important focus was the design of recommender 
systems. For many years the focus was very much on 
improving the accuracy of these systems. In recent years 
though, the focus has shifted toward improving their user 
experiences. For a group recommender then, it makes sense 
to evaluate the social user experience. Since no measures 
for Social UX were available, we introduced and validated 
four new measures in an experiment with 51 users: Social 
Choice Difficulty (how difficult was it for the group to 
agree on a choice), Anticipated Social Experience (to what 
extent do people expect a social experience from watching 
the chosen item), Togetherness (to what extent do people 
feel together), and Social Perceived Usefulness (how useful 
do people consider a group recommender for these 
purposes) [4]. 
TV-RING 
In TV-Ring we are concerned with providing the right 
recommendations at the right time in the home. In order to 
achieve that we aim to map when each person’s personal 
device is in the living room. That way we hope to determine 
who is in front of the TV, so we can automatically adjust 
the content to it. Related efforts will focus on the right user 
interface for such personalized, dynamic sets of 
recommendations. In addition, we hope to determine the 
appropriate time to offer recommendations – viewers 
enjoying their weekly show, do not have any use for 
recommendations at this time. 
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ABSTRACT
With recent technologies, it is possible to create appealing
multimedia presentations or extended videos with a high level
of interactivity. Standards like SMIL provide extensive struc-
tures to describe metadata for timing and spacing of single
media elements which then form a presentation. While mul-
timedia presentations are viewed mainly in a linear manner,
provide interactive and non-linear videos a much higher level
of interactivity and navigational possibilities. In this work,
we examine the expressiveness of SMIL for the support of
interactive non-linear videos. It has to describe temporal and
spatial relationships of videos and annotations, as well as in-
teraction and navigational elements. We therefore compared
SMIL with the SIVA XML. We tried to find ways to express
SIVA XML structures with SMIL attributes and elements.
After that, we compared the DTD/XSD of SMIL and SIVA
XML using XML metrics. We thereby focus on the language
implementations. We do not take their implementations in au-
thoring tools or players into account. Concluding that SMIL
has little disadvantages in terms of feasibility for interactive
videos, we propose minor additions that could resolve these
problems and make SMIL more appropriate for our use case.
Author Keywords
SMIL, Interactive Video, Non-linear Video, XML, Video
Annotations, Multimedia Document, Metrics
ACM Classification Keywords
I.7 Document and Text Processing: Document Preparation—
Hypertext/hypermedia, Multi/mixed media, Standards
INTRODUCTION
Nearly each web page provides multimedia contents today.
These reach from animated images to sounds and embed-
ded videos. With recent technologies and increasing Internet
bandwidths, appealing combinations of different types of me-
dia and various forms of user interaction are possible. How-
ever, the contents of web pages are not temporally synchro-
nized. Therefore, more advanced languages with spatial and
2nd International Workshop on Interactive Content Consumption at TVX14, June 25,
2014, Newcastle, UK. Copyright is held by the author/owner(s).
temporal models are necessary. Two main fields of research
can be found in this area, namely “multimedia presentations”
and “hypervideos”. An applicable definition of multimedia
presentation is given by Nimmagadda et al. as follows: “Mul-
timedia presentations are collections of different media files
[...] like text, images, videos, and animations with differ-
ent resolutions, durations, and start-times. [...] The layout
of multimedia presentations is defined by the locations and
the start times of the objects” [16]. In contrast, interactive
non-linear videos are defined by us (extended from [9]) as
follows: “[...] An interactive non-linear video is a digitally
enriched form of video materials arranged for an overall con-
cept. It presents additional information beyond the original
content. Furthermore, it offers new forms of influence and
navigation in the video and additional contents” [15]. They
are a subset of hypervideos for which many different defini-
tions and descriptions can be found. A summarizing defini-
tion can be given as: Hypervideo is defined as video based hy-
permedia that combines non-linear video structuring and dy-
namic information presentations. Video information is linked
with different kinds of additional information (like texts, pic-
tures, audio files, or further videos). Users can mouse-click
on sensitive regions (having spatial and temporal character-
istics) within the videos to access the additional information
(heterogeneous hypervideo) or jump to other scenes (homo-
geneous hypervideo). Hyperlinks build a graph between main
video scenes and additional information.
Watching multimedia presentations, the viewer is rather pas-
sive, but basic interaction and navigation may be possible.
The viewer is elicited from his passivity viewing interactive
non-linear videos in contrast. This form of video consists
of video scenes (“main video”) and additional information
which enhance the scenes. Timeline and control bar are ex-
tended with additional functions. These provide control on
the flow of the video and give hints on when additional in-
formation (in the remainder of this work referred to as an-
notations) is displayed. Decision elements in the video al-
low the selection of a certain branch of the video instead of
watching it in a linear way. Furthermore, additional informa-
tion which may be any type of medium, like text, image, or
video, is added as an annotation to the main video. We pro-
posed an XML format for this type of video in [13]. Its struc-
ture was designed for the definition of interactive non-linear
videos while using SMIL [22] may be possible up to a certain
point, but leads to problems and work-arounds in some areas.
In this work, we try to show the advantages and disadvan-
tages of using SMIL for the description of interactive non-
linear videos compared to our XML format1. An overview
of authoring tools and players for SMIL can be found in our
previous work [14]. We furthermore tested the only working
player (Ambulant Player[2]), which showed weaknesses in
the display of presentations as well as stability. Thereby, this
work makes the following research contributions: Require-
ments were identified (see section REQUIREMENTS) and
both formats were checked for their suitability to implement
these requirements (see section FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS).
Metrics were used to compare the complexity of the SIVA
XML schema and SMIL, see section COMPARISON/MET-
RICS.
REQUIREMENTS
An analysis of usage scenarios (further described in [12] and
[14]) like e-learning, virtual tours, mobile help systems, or
sport events revealed several requirements according to tim-
ing and spacing of media elements in interactive non-linear
videos with additional information. Needed functions and el-
ements are as follows (see also [13]):
• Media, main video, and annotations: As specified for in-
teractive non-linear videos, usually one video is displayed
as the main video. Additional information may be shown
with this video. Therefore, several different types of me-
dia like images, audio-files, videos, and text should be us-
able. It should be possible to handle them differently dur-
ing playback, for example should a subtitle be positioned
automatically.
• Event-based timing model: Main video and annotations
may be time dependent or time independent. For this rea-
son, an event-based timing model is preferred to a struc-
tured timing model due to the high level of interactivity
mixed with fixed points in time were annotations are dis-
played or hidden. By keeping timing issues as local as pos-
sible, synchronization is realizable more easily.
• Temporal relationships between main video and annota-
tions: Temporal relationships in form of start and end point
or durations of display need to be defined between the main
video (scene) and each of the annotations.
• Spatial relationships between videos and annotations: A
positioning of main video and single annotations or groups
of annotations needs to be defined. Annotations may be
displayed statically in areas around the video or as an over-
lay over the video. Furthermore, dynamic annotations may
move on a path on the video canvas. Automated arrange-
ment of annotations in defined areas facilitates the author-
ing process.
• Decision elements at forks in video flow: The playback of
interactive non-linear videos includes different strands of
scenes. Selection elements are needed to select the next
scenes which are displayed to the viewer. Selection ele-
ments may be buttons or links.
1For a more detailed description of the SIVA XML schema see [13],
SMIL is described in [6] and [22].
• Table of contents: One way of extended navigation is pro-
vided by a table of contents which has to be defined and
linked with single scenes.
• Keyword reference list: A second way of extended navi-
gation is implemented with a keyword search. Keywords
need to be linked with scenes or annotations in order to find
information more quickly.
• Extensibility: The structure of the XML format has to be
extensible in case of new ways of interaction that should
be mapped into the model. Furthermore, changes in the
XML file should be kept as local as possible in the structure
without changing bigger parts of the existing file. Scripting
is not considered as useful with respect to the affordance of
an easy to use authoring tool.
DESCRIPTION OF THE FORMATS
The SIVA XML schema and the SMIL DTD show several
differences in structure and scope. While SMIL tries to cover
many different areas of application, the SIVA XML schema is
exactly tailored to the needs of interactive non-linear videos
with additional information. We now give a short overview
over the formats before we compare them based on the re-
quirements we determined in the previous section.
SMIL DTD
SMIL stands for Synchronized Multimedia Integration Lan-
guage and it is a standard for interactive multimedia presen-
tations released by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C).
Design goals of SMIL were to define “an XML-based lan-
guage that allows authors to write interactive multimedia pre-
sentations. Using SMIL 3.0, an author may describe the tem-
poral behavior of a multimedia presentation, associate hyper-
links with media objects and describe the layout of the pre-
sentation on a screen. [Furthermore, it should allow] reusing
of SMIL 3.0 syntax and semantics in other XML-based lan-
guages, in particular those who need to represent timing and
synchronization” [22]. Used media files are images, text, au-
dio files, videos, animation, and textstreams which are linked
to an internal graph structure. Navigation is possible in a
presentation but not in single continuous media files. Fur-
thermore, it is possible to define hotspots for navigation or
to display additional information. With the usage of the ele-
ments and attributes from the timing modules, “time can be
integrated into any XML language” [6, p. 117]. It is possible
to define start and end time, duration, persistence, and rep-
etition of objects and relations between those objects [6, p.
117]. The layout of a presentation is defined by the “relative
placement of (multiple) media objects”, but SMIL does not
concern the internal formatting media of objects [6, p. 149].
SMIL is based on CMIF [5] and the AHM [10]. The final ver-
sion of this standard is the SMIL 3.0 Recommendation which
was published on December 01, 2008 [22]. Previous versions
of this standard were SMIL 1.0 released in 1998, SMIL 2.0
released in 2001, and SMIL 2.1 released in 2005 [6]. SMIL
3.0 consists of 12 modules of elements and attributes (An-
imation, Metainformation, Content Control, Structure, Lay-
out, Timing and Synchronization, Linking, Time Manipula-
tions, Media Objects, Transition Effects, smilState and smil-
Text) described as a DTD [6]. Furthermore, five profiles are
built which use the enlisted elements and attributes, namely
the SMIL 3.0 Language Profile, the SMIL 3.0 Unified Mo-
bile Profile, the SMIL 3.0 DAISY Profile, the SMIL 3.0 Tiny
Profile, and the SMIL 3.0 smilText Profile [22]. These pro-
files may limit the elements and attributes of the standard or
extend it with functionality from other XML languages [6].
Extensions for SMIL can be found in the work of Cazenave
et al. [8], Pihkala and Vuorimaa [17], and Vaisenberg et al.
[21]. These works add a table of contents, a search func-
tion, and a bookmark function [21], “location information,
tactile output, forms, telephoning, and scripting” [17], and
the option to publish multimedia documents on the web us-
ing HTML5, CSS, and SMIL Timesheets [8] to SMIL. We do
not consider these language extensions, because they are not
part of the standard. In the following sections only elements
and attributes from the SMIL 3.0 specification are used.
SIVA XML Schema
The SIVA XSD2 was designed during the projects “Inter-
aktives Video Editierungstool zum netzwerkbasierten Wis-
senstransfer (ivi-Pro)”3 and “iVi-Pro 2.0 - Interaktives Video
im Zeitalter von Mobilita¨t und Kollaboration”45. Major de-
sign goals were an easy expandability and a slim format
which exactly fitted our requirements as well as existing and
potential future scenarios without too many limitations. We
decided to implement some logic into the player to avoid
repetitive definitions in the XML file. This allows the XML
files to be more flexible, easy to read and adaptable to the re-
quirements. Besides a main video, usable media files are im-
ages, audio files, videos, rich texts, and subtitles. These can
be displayed as “global annotations” during a whole video,
or as “local annotations” during a single scene. It is possi-
ble to define a non-linear structure of scenes, whereat deci-
sion elements provide selection panels or quizzes to view-
ers. Other navigational elements are a table of contents and
a keyword search. Hotspots in the video trigger the dis-
play of additional information. The timing is kept local by
adding annotations to single scenes. Thereby, absolute times
in the scenes are used for displaying and hiding annotations.
Thus synchronization is only necessary for a single scene
and not for a whole video. The SIVA XML consists of
six parts represented by six main elements below the root
element: <projectInformation>, <sceneList>,
<resources>, <actions>, <tableOfContents>,
and <index>. These elements are linked by ID/IDREF
attributes which are checked by constraints for their consis-
tency. A more detailed description of the XML format can be
found in [13]. In contrast to SMIL, the SIVA XML schema is
not an official standard.
2The XSD file can be downloaded from http://siva.
uni-passau.de/sites/default/files/downloads/
sivaPlayer.xsd (accessed May 12, 2014)
3“Interactive video editing tool for network-based knowledge trans-
fer (iVi-Pro)”
4“iVi-Pro 2.0 - Interactive video in the age of mobility and collabo-
ration”
5The development of the SIVA XML schema was partially funded
by the European Social Fonds and the Bayrisches Staatsministerium
fu¨r Wissenschaft, Forschung und Kunst (Bavarian State Ministry for
Sciences, Research and the Arts)
Comparison of the SIVA XML Schema and SMIL
We are aware that in general, the SIVA XML schema is a
more specific, focused, and limited approach, while SMIL is
more general, flexible, and not by default made to fit our use
cases of interactive non-linear videos. Both languages do not
cover the same aspects, and have different focuses and levels
of detail.
We do not take other models and formats like NCM/NCL [7,
19, 20], CHM [18], ZYX [4], and HTML5 [23] into account,
because they are either not standardised or have other areas of
application. SMIL in contrast is standardised and considered
as a format capable of describing hypervideos in the multi-
media community.
FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS
We already stated what an interactive non-linear video is and
what requirements need to be fulfilled in order to satisfy the
demands of such the videos described and analysed in the
REQUIREMENTS section. The following part shows how
feasible an implementation of an interactive non-linear video
is with both of the given XML languages SMIL and SIVA
XML. Therefore we first present the feasibility of every re-
quirement in regard of both languages. We also propose how
extensive the implementation is and what features can or can
not be realised. Therefore we will especially emphasize on
disadvantages in the specified requirements, which show the
main points that disallow a fully satisfying solution for in-
teractive videos. On the other hand, these points also show
starting points for better adaptiveness towards this use case.
Afterwards we conclude our feasibility results in the Feasi-
bility Conclusion section. Examples used in this section are
adapted from [3].
Media, Main video, and Annotations
The entire presentation of an interactive video consists of a
main video with the addition of annotations. Annotations are
multimedia elements, that are supposed to enhance the inter-
active feeling and can be used to give more information about
the topic of the video. Annotations can be triggered (invoked
for display) by user interaction, established by a click on cer-
tain defined portions of the video, or by reaching a specified
point of time. The placement is a fixed point or a path, result-
ing in a moving annotation.
Both XML languages support the full variety of media an-
notations, but differences are met in terms of the placement.
When the editing of a SMIL presentation is finished, the
placement of all its elements is set. This can result in overlap-
ping annotations, for example pictures, when they are placed
in the same area. The SIVA XML is usually interpreted
by a player which supports an automated placing function,
that will arrange the annotations next to each other. Another
weakness of SMIL is found concerning the pathing. In order
to achieve the exact demanded movement, the element of the
annotation would require four <animate> for each step of
the path.
Event-based Timing Model
The SIVA XML is fully designed to fulfill the requested tim-
ing model that an interactive non-linear video needs. Scenes
are built modularly and do not have to be processed in a linear
order as in SMIL. Annotations are started by defined triggers
during a scene.
In contrast, SMIL makes use of an interval-based timing
model. Although the whole functionality of an interactive
non-linear video could be implemented, there are slight disad-
vantages with this model. Each relation between main video
and annotation is bound together as a result of the SMIL el-
ement structure. It is not as modular and as local as in the
SIVA XML.
Temporal Relationships between Main Video and Annota-
tions
Temporal relationships can be implemented well in both lan-
guages. The modularity of the SIVA XML makes it possi-
ble that every temporal relationship can be modeled by local
XML constructs which are linked by ID/IDREF attributes.
SMIL on the other hand supports a broad range of ele-
ments to satisfy the temporal needs of an interactive non-
linear video. By making use of the basic temporal elements
<seq> and <par> combined with more complex ones like
priorityClass and their timing attributes start and
end, each relationship between and inside the parts of an in-
teractive video can be implemented.
Spatial Relationships between Main Video and Annota-
tions
The SIVA XML shows advantages in spatial relationships
compared to SMIL. All media and navigational elements of
the interactive non-linear video can be placed specifically
where they need to be, annotations can be arranged automati-
cally, their paths and/or positions that are defined in the SIVA
Producer will be fulfilled. If elements of a displayed panel
(e.g. the table of contents) cannot be shown in its full size,
the player can adapt to it by using techniques like scrollbars
to supply the full range of accessibility for all elements.
SMIL on the contrary has some difficulties establishing these
requirements. Each element has to be aligned exactly with its
left-, top-, right-, bottom-, height-, and width-
attributes in order to determine its position. If the given set,
for example a list of links or buttons, is too large, it cannot
be displayed entirely. The portion that is too large for the dis-
playing area will be cut out. Furthermore, links can not be
sized according to the width that their text needs, so consec-
utively you can activate a link by clicking into the “free” area
that is residing to the right side of the link, what can also re-
sult in faulty activations of links. The counterpart here would
be to size the buttons to a fixed length, but if a given text
exceeds that boundary, the text will be cut off as well.
Decision Elements at Forks
Enhanced navigational features of the interactive non-linear
video are forks. These are usually button panels and quizzes.
At a button panel the viewer can pick one option that deter-
mines the continuation of the main video. In a quiz, a row
of questions with multiple choice answers is posed. Each an-
swer will give a certain amount of points. The achieved sum
will determine the continuation after the quiz. For these func-
tionalities, different elements like the button or answer panel
are needed.
In the SIVA XML schema, all of this is supported entirely by
defined complex types. The modular structure of the XML
file makes the scenes accessible by triggers which are linked
to the buttons of a choice panel. The quiz functionality spec-
ifies questions together with their answers. The correct an-
swers are marked and obtainable points per question are set.
Furthermore, point ranges for a whole quiz are defined for the
selection of the following scene.
All of these features can be implemented in SMIL. Forks
and their paths are supported by button panels, that suffer the
spatial disadvantage already mentioned in the Spatial Rela-
tionships section. Although complex in the XML structure,
the quiz functionality is also realizable. But a problem arises
from the fact, that a path after a fork may be an edge to an al-
ready played scene. Jumps inside the SMIL file are in need of
a link element. In order to implement this, the viewer is con-
fronted with a panel that has to be clicked so that the video
can continue at an earlier point. This results in a break of the
flow of the video. For the common consumer of videos, this
is an inconvenience. Problems like this are not present in the
SIVA XML.
Table of Contents
The table of contents contributes to the non-linear charac-
ter of the interactive video. When displayed (after clicking
a button), a panel with links in a tree structure is presented
to the user. By activating one of these links, the correspond-
ing scene will be played. Here, the SIVA XML allows the
addition of sub entries for each item of the panel. In SMIL,
a table of contents is constituted by a list of clickable links,
so for every entry, a link will be created and then arranged
in a top down manner in the specified area. This element is
also suffering the spatial problems mentioned in the Spatial
Relationships section.
Keyword Reference List
A keyword search could not be established for the SMIL ex-
port as such functionality is not supported by the language.
The SIVA XML supports all the requirements that are needed
for a search. Users have the possibility to search for strings as
keywords. Keywords are linked with scenes or annotations.
When the user selects a keyword of a scene, the scene starts
at its beginning. Selecting the keyword of an annotation, the
video starts play-back at the point where the annotation is dis-
played. They can be searched while the interactive non-linear
video is played.
Extensibility
Regarding the possibilities to extend the given model for new
features, both XML languages are capable of integrating ad-
ditional sets of elements. On both sides, the DTD or XSD
files have to be adapted as well as the interpretation of the
resulting exported XML document at the player. But in terms
of the possibilities of changing an XML document of both
languages that already exists, the SIVA XML has slight ad-
vantages. Due to the modular structure, it is easy to add new
scenes, keywords, or annotations to an interactive video. This
process is more complicated in SMIL based on the nested
composition of the elements. Especially the temporal struc-
ture needs to be kept correct. Adding one single element may
have impact on different parts of the interactive video, alter-
ing it in a way that may not be intended by an author or an
insertion algorithm.
Feasibility Conclusion
Table 1 represents an overview of our analysis by listing each
requirement and its feasibility for both languages. The feasi-
bility is ranged on a scale from “very bad or not at all” (de-
noted as “- -”), “partly feasible” (denoted as “-”) over “neu-
tral” (denoted as “0”) to “feasible with some drawbacks” (de-
noted as “+”) or “meets all requirements” (denoted as “++”).
Table 1. Feasibility of the Requirements
Requirement SIVA SMIL
Media, Main video, and Annotations ++ +
Event-based Timing Model ++ +
Temporal Relationships ++ ++
Spatial Relationships ++ 0
Decision Elements ++ +
Table of Contents ++ 0
Keyword reference list ++ - -
Extensibility ++ ++
The feasibility analysis shows, that the SIVA XML is very
well adapted to the requirements of an interactive non-linear
video. SMIL is able to realize many of the requirements or
more precisely the needed features as well, but it lacks in cer-
tain details. As Table 1 demonstrates, in terms of temporal
relationships or the extensibility, both languages are suited
very well. The lack of a keyword feature sets SMIL back in
that requirement, while facets like the problems in the spa-
cial relationships force an inferior evaluation compared to the
SIVA XML in other categories.
COMPARISON/METRICS
In order to have a closer look and a numerical comparison
of the two metadata formats, we will make use of the follow-
ing XMLmetrics: Size, Structure Complexity, Depth, Fan-In,
and Fan-Out. For a detailed description see [11].
With these five values for an XML description format you are
able to make statements about the complexity, comprehensi-
bility, reusability, and convertibility of it. The higher one of
the metric count is, the more complex is the possible resulting
XML file. A high Fan-Out value makes it harder to alter a for-
mat because changes in single entities or elements may have
an impact on multiple locations in the file. We have manually
identified the count of the results for both, the SIVA XML
and SMIL, to be able to compare them. For the first one, the
SIVA XSD was converted into a DTD to be able to compare
it with the SMIL DTD. Knowing that such a conversion will
usually have an impact on the accurateness of the file, it does
not have an impact on the evaluated metrics. The DTD for
SMIL can be found online as well [1]. As it contains the el-
ements for the whole language, we have created a profile to
model a DTD that only supports the modules and elements
needed in the export for interactive non-linear videos. SMIL
was also contemplated in two different ways: with and with-
out the <metadata> element, which has a great impact on
the Fan-Out value. This is caused by the fact that the ele-
ment can become a child node of each SMIL 3.0 element.
The use of this element is the wrapping of structured meta
information. It contains an own XML tree as content and is
not processed by the player at all. As we do not make use
of this element in our export, it is still contained in the gen-
erated DTD of our interactive video profile. Therefore we
differentiate between an analysis of SMIL with and without
the <metadata> element. Our results are presented in Ta-
ble 2. Each number depicts the count for the specific XML
metric.
Table 2. Comparison of SMIL and the SIVAXML (SC = Structure Com-
plexity,1 = unbounded)
Size SC Depth Fan-In Fan-Out
SIVA XML 58 67 5 12 8
SMIL 40 430 1 21 16
(w/o meta)
SMIL 41 507 1 22 38
(with meta)
Regarding the first two entries in Table 2, one can see that
SMIL gets by with less elements than the SIVA XML, but its
complexity is much higher. This is caused by the fact that
many SMIL elements are used recursively. The high Fan-Out
value is applicable for many of the occurring elements. The
potential depth for SMIL is unbounded because the tempo-
ral elements <par> and <seq> can be boxed repeatedly. In
some depth analyses, the recursion is ignored to not achieve a
depth that is unbounded. We do not take this into considera-
tion because in fact there can be an apparent endless potential
depth by nesting forks. The Fan-In and Fan-Out metrics also
state higher values in the SMIL-DTD and therefore indicate
superior complexity.
PROPOSAL FOR EXTENSION
The extensibility of SMIL allows the addition of new ele-
ments that could be used to generate a module that is more
adapted and able to provide support for interactive non-linear
videos with regard to the aforementioned criteria. The ideas
for these elements arose from the problems that were en-
countered while modeling the elements which are already
available in the SIVA XML schema for interactive non-linear
videos in SMIL. In combination with these elements, SMIL
could achieve a more dynamic structure and be more feasi-
ble referring to interactive non-linear videos. Possible useful
additions might be the following.
Jumps in the XML File
The elements <goto> and <end> may change the flow of
the SMIL presentation by jumping to another position of the
same document when reached. While the former cause a
jump to a given ID supported by a to attribute, the <end>
element is supposed to bring the presentation to an end. They
can be used like most of the timing elements in SMIL in terms
of nesting as well as their attributes. Caution has to be paid,
because loops and abrupt endings of the presentation can be
built very easily.
Choices at Forks
To satisfy the requirement for fork elements more easily, we
propose the introduction of two new elements that could facil-
itate the implementation of a fork: <fork> and <choice>.
When a <fork> element is started, it composes a stan-
dard choice panel (that could be altered by its attributes in
terms of shape etc.) which contains buttons to start one of
its <choice> children nodes. One of these <choice>
elements contains elements that are supposed to be played
once it is activated. In combination with the preceding el-
ements <jump> or <end>, different continuations after a
path can be established as well. If this is not supported, the
<choice> as well as its surrounding <fork> element will
be ended and the succeeding element will be started, just like
in a normal SMIL presentation. Listing 1 shows an exam-
ple for the use of <fork> and <choice> elements com-
bined with the above mentioned jump elements <goto> and
<end>. The fork ranges from line 4 to 23 and contains three
different choices. By selecting one of them, the code in-
side the corresponding <choice> element will be started.
The button panel itself is designed by the attributes of the
<fork> element to show round buttons with a size of 20
pixels. The panel will be displayed for 30 seconds. If no path
is chosen in that timespan, according to the defaultPath
attribute, the defined default path (in this example path1) will
be played. The second path choice from line 11 to 16 con-
tains a <goto> element in line 12 inside a sequential con-
tainer with the effect, that after the other elements defined in
line 13, an automated jump from line 14 to line 2 (accord-
ing to the given to attribute). The third path in lines 17 to
22 consists of a parallel node containing some code and then
an <end> element in line 20, which also owns a begin at-
tribute with the value 20s. This structure of elements induces
the behaviour, that no matter what the content of the <par>
element is, the <end> element will be started after twenty
seconds, causing the presentation to terminate.
1 <smil xmlns="http://www.w3.org/ns/SMIL">
2 <head>
3 <!-- Any SMIL head content -->
4 </head>
5 <body>
6 <seq xml:id="start">
7 <!-- Any SMIL content -->
8 <fork shape="circle" size="20"
9 region="main_region"
10 dur="30s" defaultPath="path1"
11 xml:id="fork">
12 <choice xml:id="path1" after="#fork">
13 <!-- Any SMIL content -->
14 </choice>
15 <choice xml:id="path2">
16 <seq>
17 <!-- Any SMIL content -->
18 <goto to="#start"/>
19 </seq>
20 </choice>
21 <choice xml:id="path3">
22 <par>
23 <!-- Any SMIL content -->
24 <end begin="20s"/>
25 </par>
26 </choice>
27 </fork>
28 <!-- Any SMIL content -->
29 </seq>
30 </body>
Listing 1. Body excerpt of a SMIL file showing sample code for a fork
and jumping elements
CONCLUSION
In summary, the SIVA XML shows advantages regarding to
the usefulness for interactive non-linear videos. As stated in
section FEASIBILITY, all of the requirements that are needed
to fully implement an interactive non-linear video are met
by the language. SMIL can realize most of the functional-
ity (keywords could not be established natively), but it lacks
in some details like spatial problems of decision boxes, the
placement of subtitles or moving annotations. A further ben-
efit of the SIVA XML is revealed by the analysis of the un-
derlying DTDs of both formats. SMIL is composed by a
much more complex set of entities which makes the con-
struction and the understanding of the resulting SMIL doc-
uments harder. The temporal elements in particular hamper
the process of modifying a given SMIL presentation, which
was stated in the Extensibility section. Many parallel, sequen-
tial, and conditional elements are stacked and interwoven, so
that the addition of a simple annotation can be a very com-
plex venture. These points state, that the SIVA XML is better
suited for interactive non-linear videos. But an important de-
tail to mention is that SMIL is not meant or designed partic-
ularly to support interactive non-linear videos. The research
we did here was based on the standard SMIL 3.0 model.
A new set of extensions would make SMIL more usable for
interactive non-linear videos. Therefore, SMIL could be ex-
tended by different complex structures like a decision fork, a
textual link, and an element which allows to jump inside the
SMIL file (without the activation of a link). In combination
with these elements, SMIL could achieve a more dynamical
structure and be more feasible referring to interactive non-
linear videos.
The SIVA Suite6 contains a production software (SIVA Pro-
ducer) that enables the user to design and create interactive
videos. As this work shows that SMIL is well suited in or-
der to be used as metadata format for interactive non-linear
videos, we implemented a SMIL exporter into the SIVA Pro-
ducer. Now it is possible to export the designed interac-
tive video into a SMIL presentation (with the limitations de-
scribed in this work).
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SXEOLF XQGHUVWDQGLQJ RI VFLHQFH >@ ,I WKH\ DUH WR EH
HIIHFWLYH LQ WKLV UROH WKH\ QHHG WR EH HQJDJLQJ DQG
LQWHUHVWLQJ DQG WKH\ QHHG WR EH XQGHUVWDQGDEOH IRU D YHU\
EURDGDXGLHQFH
6FLHQFHSURJUDPPHVRQ79DOVRPDNHVRPHRIWKHJUHDWHVW
GHPDQGV RI YLHZHUV$W RQH OHYHO DQG LQ SXUHO\ FRJQLWLYH
WHUPVYLHZLQJDVFLHQFHSURJUDPPHLQYROYHVLQWHUSUHWLQJD
SUHVHQWHGIDFWEDVHWKURXJKXQGHUVWDQGLQJDQH[XVRIPRUH
RUOHVVH[SOLFLWVFLHQWLILFFRQFHSWVLQIRUPHGE\WKHYLHZHU¶V
EDFNJURXQGNQRZOHGJH0XFKRIWKHDUWRIWKHSURGXFHUOLHV
LQGHVLJQLQJ79VFLHQFHSURJUDPPHVWKDWDFFRPPRGDWHWKH
GLYHUVHOLPLWVRIWKHDXGLHQFHLQUHODWLRQWRWKHVHSURFHVVHV
6FLHQFH79SURJUDPPHVDUHDULFKSRWHQWLDODSSOLFDWLRQIRU
FRPSDQLRQ VHFRQG VFUHHQV  6HFRQG VFUHHQV UXQQLQJ RQ
FRQQHFWHGKDQGKHOGSHUVRQDOGHYLFHVSURYLGHWKHLUYLHZHU
XVHUVZLWKV\QFKURQL]HGFRQWHQWDVZHOODVHQDEOLQJWKHPWR
SDUWLFLSDWH LQ RQOLQH DFWLYLWLHV DQG VKDUH FRPPHQWV ZLWK
RWKHUYLHZHUV7KH\DUH OLNHO\ WREHFRPHDQDFFHSWHGSDUW
RI ZDWFKLQJ 79 RQ D ODUJH VFUHHQ KDYLQJ DOUHDG\
GHPRQVWUDWHG WKHLU SRWHQWLDO IRUPDNLQJ79YLHZLQJPRUH
DFWLYHDQGSDUWLFLSDWLYH>@
2I FRXUVH SURGXFHUVKDYHQRFRQWURO RYHUZKRZLOOZDWFK
WKHLU SURJUDPPH DQG GLIIHUHQW YLHZHUV ZLOO KDYH YHU\
ZLGHO\YDU\LQJEDFNJURXQGNQRZOHGJH$IDPLO\ZDWFKLQJ
D SRSXODU VFLHQFH SURJUDPPH PLJKW LQFOXGH D FKLOG QRW
XQGHUVWDQGLQJPXFKRIWKHSURJUDPPHEHFDXVHRIKLVRUKHU
ODFNRIEDVLFEDFNJURXQGFRQFHSWVZKLOVWDSDUHQWILQGVWKH
SURJUDPPH WR EH ODUJHO\ XQLQIRUPDWLYH EHFDXVH LW GRHVQ
W
HQJDJH ZLWK NQRZOHGJH RI WKH VXEMHFW WKH\ DOUHDG\ KDYH
6LPSO\ SXW FKLOGUHQ PD\ ZDQW PRUH H[SODQDWLRQ ZKLOH
DGXOWV PD\ ZDQW PRUH LQIRUPDWLRQ ,Q DGGLWLRQ YLHZHUV
KDYHGLIIHUHQWDSSURDFKHVWRWKHXVHRI79SURJUDPPHVDV
DQDXWKRULWDWLYHVRXUFHRINQRZOHGJHDERXWVFLHQFH>@
'HYHORSPHQWRIVHFRQGVFUHHQWHFKQLTXHVLVEHLQJSXUVXHG
SDUWLFXODUO\ DFWLYHO\E\ FRPPHUFLDO LQWHUHVWV IRU H[DPSOH
WRSXVKV\QFKURQL]HGDGYHUWVDQGRIIHUVWRYLHZHUV7RGDWH
SURJUDPPH PDNHUV KDYH XVHG VHFRQG VFUHHQV PDLQO\ IRU
VSRUWV SURJUDPPHV JDPH VKRZV DQG TXL]]HV DQG UHDOLW\
79VKRZV >@6HFRQG VFUHHQVKDYHEHHQGHPRQVWUDWHG
ZLWK IDFWEDVHG SURJUDPPHV LQFOXGLQJ QDWXUDO KLVWRU\
SURJUDPPHV EXW VR IDU DV ZH DUH DZDUH QRW IRU VFLHQFH
SURJUDPPHV DQG QRW IRU DXJPHQWLQJ WKH YLHZHU¶V
FRPSUHKHQVLRQ7KLVSURVSHFWUDLVHVWKHTXHVWLRQRILQZKDW
IRUPDQGE\ZKDWPHWKRG FRXOG D VHFRQG VFUHHQDXJPHQW
WKHYLHZHU¶VXQGHUVWDQGLQJRIDVFLHQFHSURJUDPPH"
:H DGGUHVV WKLV TXHVWLRQ E\ LGHQWLI\LQJ SULPDU\
UHSUHVHQWDWLRQDO IXQFWLRQV RI VHFRQG VFUHHQV IRU VFLHQFH
SURJUDPPHV7KHVHIXQFWLRQVDUHDVVD\HGIURPDUHYLHZRI
WZRVHFRQGVFUHHQVSUHYLRXVO\GHYHORSHGWRVXSSRUWYLHZHU
XQGHUVWDQGLQJ 7KH UHSUHVHQWDWLRQDO IXQFWLRQV ZH
H[WUDSRODWH IURP WKHVH SULRU V\VWHPV WDNH DFFRXQW RI WKH
NLQG RI FRJQLWLYH SURFHVVHV LQYROYHG LQ XQGHUVWDQGLQJ D
VFLHQFHSURJUDPPHRQWHOHYLVLRQ
7:2(;(03/$56(&21'6&5((16
7ZR QRWDEOH GHVLJQV RI VHFRQG VFUHHQV IRU DXJPHQWLQJ
XQGHUVWDQGLQJ RI SURJUDPPH FRQWHQW JLYH LQVLJKW LQWR WKH







QG,QWHUQDWLRQDO:RUNVKRSRQ,QWHUDFWLYH&RQWHQW&RQVXPSWLRQDW
79;¶-XQH1HZFDVWOH8.
&RS\ULJKWLVKHOGE\WKHDXWKRURZQHUV
UHSUHVHQWDWLRQDO IXQFWLRQV UHTXLUHG RI VHFRQG VFUHHQV IRU
VFLHQFH SURJUDPPHV 7KH ILUVW H[HPSODU LV WKH VHFRQG
VFUHHQGHYHORSHGIRUDQHSLVRGHRI)UR]HQ3ODQHW>@7KLV
DSS SXVKHG FRQWHQW WR WKH YLHZHU LQ V\QFKURQ\ ZLWK WKH
SURJUDPPHZLWKHDFKDQLPDOLQWURGXFHGLQWKHSURJUDPPH
DWKXPEQDLOLPDJHLFRQDSSHDUHGLQWKHDSSJLYLQJDFFHVV
WR D VXPPDU\ RI IDFWV DERXW WKH DQLPDO ZKLFK FRXOG EH
ERRNPDUNHG

)LJXUH)UR]HQ3ODQHWFRPSDQLRQVHFRQGVFUHHQ>@
)LQGLQJV IURP WKH HYDOXDWLRQ WULDO RI WKH )UR]HQ 3ODQHW
VHFRQGVFUHHQLQFOXGHGWKHIROORZLQJ>@
LW EURDGHQHG DQG GHHSHQHG YLHZHUV¶ HQJDJHPHQW
ZLWKWKHSURJUDPPHFRQWHQW
LW DOORZHGXVHUVDSHUVRQDOLVHGYLHZLQJDFFRUGLQJ
WRWKHLULQWHUHVWV
LWHQFRXUDJHGFXULRVLW\DQGVKDUHGGLVFRYHU\
LW SURYLGHG DGGLWLRQDO EXW QRW H[FHVVLYH
DXWKRULWDWLYHLQIRUPDWLRQ
LW ZRUNHG DV D ORJ RI LWHPV RI LQWHUHVW WR D
SDUWLFXODU YLHZHU DQG PDUNHG WKLQJV WR DFFHVV
ODWHU
LW SDUWLFXODUO\ HQJDJHG µSUHIDPLO\¶ YLHZHUV ZKR
VRXJKWPRUH LQIRUPDWLRQDQGFKLOGUHQZKRXVHG
LWWRFRQWLQXHOHDUQLQJMRXUQH\V
LW FRXOG FRPSHWH QHJDWLYHO\ IRU WKH YLHZHU¶V
DWWHQWLRQ DQG ZDV LJQRUHG GXULQJ KLJKO\ YLVXDO
SDUWVRIWKHSURJUDPPH
VPDUWSKRQHVUDWKHUWKDQWDEOHWVZHUHXVHGWRYLHZ
WKH VHFRQG VFUHHQ GXULQJ WKH SURJUDPPH WKH
FRQYHUVHIRUYLHZLQJWKHVHFRQGVFUHHQODWHU
VLPSO\ UHSHDWLQJ WKH EURDGFDVW FRQWHQW ZDV QRW
YDOXHGDQGDGGLWLRQDOFRQWHQWZDVH[SHFWHG
WKHVHFRQGVFUHHQLQWHUDFWLRQVKRXOGEHXVHUSDFHG
QRWV\VWHPSDFHG
7KH VHFRQG H[HPSODU LV WKH 6WRU\0DS VHFRQG VFUHHQ IRU
ORQJ IRUP GUDPD >@ 7KH DSS ZDV GHVLJQHG WR JLYH
YLHZHUVRIVHULDOL]HGGUDPDVDQRYHUYLHZRIWKHVHWWLQJDQG
QDUUDWLYHWRUHPLQGWKHPRISORWWKUHDGVDQGWRDOORZWKHP
WR UHYLHZ LPSRUWDQW VWRU\ VHTXHQFHV DFURVV HSLVRGHV ,WV
PDLQ UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ ZDV DQ XSGDWLQJ PDS RI FKDUDFWHUV
V\QFKURQL]HGZLWKWKH79FRQWHQWWRLGHQWLI\WKHSHRSOHLQ
WKH VWRU\ DQG WKHLU UHODWLRQVKLSV $V QHZ FKDUDFWHUV
DSSHDUHG WKH\ ZHUH DGGHG DV D QHZ QRGH WR D JUDSK LQ
ZKLFKDOOWKHFKDUDFWHUVDQGWKHLUUHODWLRQVKLSVZHUHVKRZQ
&KDUDFWHUVZKRZHUHPHQWLRQHGEXWZKRKDG\HWWRDSSHDU
ZHUH JUH\HG &KDUDFWHUV ZKR KDG DSSHDUHG EXW ZHUH QRW
FXUUHQWO\ SUHVHQW ZHUH LQGLFDWHG E\ D UHGXFHG VL]H LFRQ
5DWKHU WKDQ VKRZLQJZKR LV OLWHUDOO\ YLVLEOH LQ WKH IUDPH
WKHPDSVKRZHGZKRZDVSUHVHQWLQWKHVHPDQWLFGUDPDWLF
XQLW &KDUDFWHUV ZHUH DOVR JURXSHG DFFRUGLQJ WR
JHRJUDSKLFDO ORFDWLRQDQGZHUH LFRQLILHGSURYLGLQJDFFHVV
WRDEULHIELRJUDSK\ZKLFKZDVXSGDWHGZLWKWKHQDUUDWLYH
1RHYDOXDWLRQWULDOVZLWK6WRU\0DSKDYHEHHQUHSRUWHG

)LJXUH6WRU\0DS¶VFKDUDFWHUPDSZLWKWKHEURDGFDVW
SURJUDPPHLQWKHEDFNJURXQG>@
%RWK WKH )UR]HQ 3ODQHW DQG 6WRU\0DS V\VWHPV ZHUH
GHYHORSHG WR VXSSRUW WKH YLHZHU¶V XQGHUVWDQGLQJ RI WKH
SURJUDPPH FRQWHQW 7KH )UR]HQ 3ODQHW VFUHHQ H[WHQGHG
XVHUV¶NQRZOHGJHEH\RQGWKHSURJUDPPHDQGDVVLVWHGWKHP
LQ UHFDOOLQJ ZKDW WKH\ KDG VHHQ DQG OHDUQW LQ WKH
SURJUDPPH %\ FRQWUDVW WKH 6WRU\0DS VFUHHQ PRUH
LQWHQWLRQDOO\ SURYLGHG DQ H[SOLFLW UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ RI WKH
FRQWHQW RI WKH ZDWFKHG SURJUDPPH DQG SURYLGHG
H[SODQDWLRQRIWKDWFRQWHQWVXSSRUWLQJXQGHUVWDQGLQJRIWKH
VWRU\ LQ SDUWLFXODU LQ H[SODLQLQJ WKH UHODWLRQVKLSV EHWZHHQ
FKDUDFWHUV%RWKSURJUDPPHV LQYROYHGXQGHUVWDQGLQJD VHW
RIIDFWVHYHQLILQRQHFDVHWKRVHIDFWVZHUHDERXWILFWLRQDO
FKDUDFWHUV DQG HYHQWV ,Q WKLV UHVSHFW ERWK SURJUDPPHV
KDYH VLPLODULWLHV ZLWK VFLHQFH 79 SURJUDPPHV +RZHYHU
WKH\ GR QRW VKDUH WKH FRQFHSWV DQG ODQJXDJH WKDW
FKDUDFWHULVH VFLHQFH SURJUDPPHV DQG ZKLFK DUH W\SLFDOO\
VSHFLDOLVW DEVWUDFW DQGFRPSOH[:HQRZ LGHQWLI\ D VHW RI
UHSUHVHQWDWLRQDO IXQFWLRQV IRU VHFRQG VFUHHQV VXSSRUWLQJ
VFLHQFHSURJUDPPHVWKDWWDNHDFFRXQWRIWKHVHIHDWXUHV
5(35(6(17$7,21$/)81&7,216
&UHDWLQJ D VHFRQG VFUHHQ DSSOLFDWLRQ WR DXJPHQW
FRPSUHKHQVLRQ RI D VFLHQFH SURJUDPPH LV D FKDOOHQJLQJ
SUREOHPDVWKHGHVLJQVSDFHLVODUJH%\H[WUDSRODWLQJIURP
RXU UHYLHZ RI H[HPSODU V\VWHPV DERYH ZH LGHQWLI\ WKH
SULPDU\ UHSUHVHQWDWLRQDO IXQFWLRQV D VHFRQG VFUHHQ IRU
VFLHQFHSURJUDPPHVVKRXOGSURYLGH
6\QFKURQL]HG	FRRUGLQDWHG
6\QFKURQL]DWLRQ LV WKH PRVW GLVWLQFWLYH IHDWXUH RI VHFRQG
VFUHHQV 6LQFH VHFRQG VFUHHQV DUH XVHG ZKLOH ZDWFKLQJ D
EURDGFDVW SURJUDPPH WKHLU GLVSOD\HG FRQWHQW VKRXOG EH
V\QFKURQL]HGZLWK WKH SURJUDPPH¶V FXUUHQW FRQWHQW ,QSXW
FDSDELOLWLHV DQG XVHU LQWHUDFWLRQV VKRXOG DOVR EHQHILW IURP
WKLVFRQWH[WRIV\QFKURQL]DWLRQ)RUVFLHQFHSURJUDPPHVLW
LVRISDUWLFXODUYDOXHWRV\QFKURQL]HWKHVHFRQGVFUHHQZLWK
WKH EURDGFDVW SURJUDPPH LQ RUGHU WR D DXJPHQW WKH
FRQFHSWV WKDW DUH FXUUHQWO\ SUHVHQWHG DQG E RIIHU WKH
YLHZHUSRVVLELOLWLHVWRLQWHUDFWZLWKWKHVHFRQGVFUHHQ
%RWKWKH)UR]HQ3ODQHWDQG6WRU\0DSVHFRQGVFUHHQVZHUH
V\QFKURQL]HG ZLWK WKH EURDGFDVW SURJUDPPH DQG ZHUH
YLHZHG LQDSDVVLYHDQGGLVFUHWLRQDU\PRGHE\ WKHYLHZHU
XVHU7KH)UR]HQ3ODQHWVWXG\UHSRUWHGWKDWXVHU¶VDFFHVVRI
WKHVHFRQGVFUHHQVKRXOGEHVHOISDFHGUDWKHUWKDQV\VWHP
SDFHGLPSO\LQJWKDWWKHVFUHHQXSGDWLQJVKRXOGDYRLGEHLQJ
DWWHQWLRQVHHNLQJ
&RRUGLQDWLRQUHIHUVWRWKHGHVLJQHGFRPELQDWLRQRIFRQWHQWV
RI WKH VFUHHQV WR WDNH DFFRXQW RI WKH YLHZHU¶V IRFXV RI
DWWHQWLRQ :KHQ QRW FRRUGLQDWHG XVHUV ZLOO GHYHORS WKHLU
RZQZD\VRIGLYLGLQJDQGPDQDJLQJWKHLUDWWHQWLRQEHWZHHQ
WKHVFUHHQVIRUH[DPSOHE\IRFXVLQJRQWKHVHFRQGVFUHHQ
ZKHQ WKH EURDGFDVW SURJUDPPH LV VKRZLQJ RQO\ D
SUHVHQWHU¶V µWDONLQJ KHDG¶ $ FRRUGLQDWHG VHFRQG VFUHHQ
LPSOLHVDUHTXLUHPHQWRQWKHEURDGFDVWSURJUDPPHLWVHOIWR
SURYLGH RSSRUWXQLWLHV IRU WKH YLHZHU WR ORRN DZD\ 7KH
)UR]HQ 3ODQHW HYDOXDWLRQ UHSRUWHG WKDW YLHZHUV ZRXOG
LJQRUHWKHVHFRQGVFUHHQGXULQJKLJKO\YLVXDOVHTXHQFHVRI
WKHEURDGFDVW
3HUVLVWHQW	DFFXPXODWLQJ
9LHZHUVRIVFLHQFHSURJUDPPHVQHHGDYLHZRIWKHFRQWHQW
WKH\ KDYH DOUHDG\ YLHZHG 7HOHYLVLRQ LV RI FRXUVH
LQWULQVLFDOO\WUDQVLHQWDQGYLHZHUV¶UHFDOORIZKDWWKH\KDYH
YLHZHG QHHGV WR EH DXJPHQWHG VLQFH VFLHQFH SURJUDPPHV
RIWHQ LQYROYH UHODWLQJ WRJHWKHU WKHLU SDUWV ZLWKLQ D OLQHDU
QDUUDWLYH7KHUHIRUH WKH VHFRQG VFUHHQQHHGV WR SURYLGH D
SHUVLVWHQWUHSUHVHQWDWLRQRIWKHFRQWHQWDOUHDG\YLHZHGWKDW
FDQEHUHFRQVXOWHG0RUHRYHUWKHUHSUHVHQWDWLRQVKRXOGEH
DFFXPXODWLQJ G\QDPLFDOO\ VR WKDW WKH FRQWHQW FXUUHQWO\
YLHZHG H[WHQGV WKH VHFRQG VFUHHQ UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ 7KLV
G\QDPLFOHDGLQJHGJHZRXOGDOORZWKHYLHZHUWRHDVLO\ILQG
WKHLU SODFH ZKHQ VKLIWLQJ YLVXDO DWWHQWLRQ 7KLV DLGH
PHPRLUHIXQFWLRQRIVHFRQGVFUHHQVZDVSURYLGHGE\6WRU\
0DSE\FRQWUDVWYLHZHUVRI)UR]HQ3ODQHWZHUHIRXQGQRW
WR ZDQW RQO\ D UHSHWLWLRQ RI WKH FRQWHQW WKH\ KDG VHHQ
EURDGFDVWDOWKRXJKWKDWSDUWLFXODUSURJUDPPHXVXDOO\GRHV
QRW LQYROYH EDFN UHIHUHQFH WR HDUOLHU FRQWHQW IRU
XQGHUVWDQGLQJ
6\QRSWLF  
,I DV ZH FODLP YLHZHUV QHHG D UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ RI WKH
EURDGFDVW FRQWHQW DOUHDG\ ZDWFKHG D YHUEDWLP WUDQVFULSW
DQGIUDPHE\IUDPHUHFRUGLVXQOLNHO\WREHKHOSIXO5DWKHU
YLHZHUVQHHGDQDEVWUDFWLRQRIWKHFRQWHQWWKDWVXPPDULVHV
WKH LPSRUWDQW LGHDV DQG WKHLU FRQQHFWLRQV DQG WKH
VLJQLILFDQW IDFWV LQ WKH EURDGFDVW WKDW UHODWH WR WKHVH 7KH
SURFHVVRIXQGHUVWDQGLQJ WKHEURDGFDVWPD\EH UHFRJQL]HG
DV IXQGDPHQWDOO\ FRQVWUXFWLQJ WKLV FRQFHSWXDO DEVWUDFWLRQ
RYHU WKH FRQWHQW :H WKHUHIRUH LGHQWLI\ WKH QHHG IRU D
V\QRSWLF UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ RI WKH SURJUDPPH 7KLV
UHSUHVHQWDWLRQZRXOGDOVRSURYLGHDPHDQVRIFDWHJRUL]LQJ
LQGH[LQJDQGWKHUHIRUHUHILQGLQJFRQWHQWDOUHDG\YLHZHG
7KH 6WRU\0DS VHFRQG VFUHHQ SURYLGHG D V\QRSWLF
UHSUHVHQWDWLRQRI WKHGUDPD LQ WHUPVRI WKH FKDUDFWHUV DQG
WKHLU UHODWLRQVKLSV DQG YLVXDOO\ LGHQWLILHG PHWD OHYHO
IHDWXUHVRIWKHFKDUDFWHUV7KH)UR]HQ3ODQHWVHFRQGVFUHHQ
XVHG WKH VHSDUDWLRQ RI WKH EURDGFDVW LQWR VHFWLRQV GHDOLQJ
ZLWK GLIIHUHQW DQLPDOV DQG HYHQWV 6LPSOH QDYLJDWLRQ
WKURXJKWKHVHFRQGVFUHHQZDVSURYLGHGE\WKHWKXPEQDLOV
DVDKLJKHVWOHYHOV\QRSVLV
,QWHUDFWLYHQDYLJDEOHLQWHUURJDEOHLQGH[DEOH
$VHFRQGVFUHHQLQWHUIDFHKDV WKHSRWHQWLDO IRUPDNLQJWKH
XVXDOO\ SDVVLYH YLHZLQJ RI D VFLHQFH SURJUDPPH LQWR D
DFWLYH OHDUQLQJ H[SHULHQFH HQJDJLQJ WKH XVHU DQG
LPSURYLQJ RYHUDOO VDWLVIDFWLRQ ,Q WKH FRQWH[W RI VFLHQFH
SURJUDPPHV LQWHUDFWLYLW\ FRXOG RIIHU WKH SRVVLELOLW\ WR
QDYLJDWH DQG LQWHUURJDWH WKH IORZ RI FRQFHSWV DQG QRWLRQV
WKDW KDYH EHHQ LQWURGXFHG LQ WKH 79 SURJUDPPH VR IDU
,QWHUDFWLYLW\ FOHDUO\ KDV WR EH GHVLJQHG FDUHIXOO\ DV
H[WHQGHG LQWHUDFWLYLW\ ZLOO OHDG WR GLVWUDFWLRQ WKDW ZLOO
XQGHUPLQH FRPSUHKHQVLRQ RI WKH SURJUDPPH %RWK WKH
)UR]HQ 3ODQHW DQG 6WRU\0DS V\VWHPV HQDEOHG XVHUV WR
QDYLJDWHWKURXJKDUHSUHVHQWDWLRQRIWKHSURJUDPPHFRQWHQW
DQGWRDFFHVVDGGLWLRQDOLQIRUPDWLRQ)UR]HQ3ODQHWDOORZHG
XVHUV WR DGG ERRNPDUN LQGH[HV WR SHUVRQDOL]H WKH FRQWHQW
IRUODWHUUHIHUUDO
$GDSWDEOHDQGDGDSWLYH
$VDOUHDG\GLVFXVVHGGLIIHUHQWYLHZHUVZLOOKDYHGLIIHUHQW
QHHGV DQG H[SHFWDWLRQV IRU KRZ WKH VFLHQFH SURJUDPPHV
VKRXOG EH DXJPHQWHG 9LHZHUV ZLWK D OLWWOH NQRZOHGJH
ZRXOG QHHG PRUH H[SODQDWLRQ WR SURSHUO\ XQGHUVWDQG WKH
SURJUDPPH ZKLOH YLHZHUV ZLWK EHWWHU NQRZOHGJH ZRXOG
QHHGPRUH LQIRUPDWLRQ )RU WKLV UHDVRQ WKH VHFRQG VFUHHQ
VKRXOGEHDGDSWDEOHVRWKDWWKHYLHZHUFDQDGDSWLWVFRQWHQW
WR KLV RU KHU H[SHFWDWLRQV DQG QHHGV ,GHDOO\ WKH VHFRQG
VFUHHQVKRXOGEHDEOHWRLQIHUWKHVHQHHGVDQGDXWRPDWLFDOO\
DGDSW 7KLV DGDSWLYLW\ FRXOG EH DFKLHYHG E\PRGHOLQJ WKH
XVHU XVLQJ D FRPELQDWLRQ RI LQIRUPDWLRQ DERXW KLV RU KHU
EDFNJURXQGDQGPRQLWRULQJWKHLQWHUDFWLRQ
&21&(370$33,1*6(&21'6&5((16
7KHGHVLJQVSDFHRIVHFRQGVFUHHQVIRUVFLHQFHSURJUDPPHV
LV FOHDUO\ YHU\ ODUJH ,QWHUDFWLYH FRQFHSW PDSV DUH RQH
SRVVLEOH NLQG RI GHVLJQ RQH ZH EHOLHYH LV FDSDEOH RI
RIIHULQJWKHGHVLUHGUHSUHVHQWDWLRQDOIXQFWLRQV
$FRQFHSWPDSLVDIRUPRIGLUHFWHGJUDSKXVHGWRFDSWXUH
DQG SUHVHQW NQRZOHGJH LQ VSHFLILF GRPDLQV ,GHDV DQG
LQIRUPDWLRQDUH UHSUHVHQWHG LQDEVWUDFWDV ODEHOHGER[HVRU
FLUFOHV FRQQHFWHG ZLWK ODEHOHG DUURZV RIWHQ LQ D
GRZQZDUGEUDQFKLQJ KLHUDUFKLFDO VWUXFWXUH 5HODWLRQVKLSV
EHWZHHQ FRQFHSWV FDQ EH W\SHG DQG DQQRWDWHG XVLQJ
FRQVWUXFWV VXFK DV is-a has causes HWF 8VLQJ WKHVH
FRQVWUXFWV D FRQFHSW PDS LV DEOH WR PRGHO VHPDQWLF
DVVRFLDWLRQVEHWZHHQFRQFHSWVDQGSURSRVLWLRQDONQRZOHGJH
IRUH[DPSOHWKHSURSRVLWLRQµDQL0DFLVDQDSSOH¶FRXOGEH
H[SUHVVHGZLWKWZRQRGHVDQGRQHUHODWLRQVKLS
&RQFHSWPDSVDUHUHODWHG WREXWGLVWLQFW IURPPLQGPDSV
DQG DUJXPHQWPDSV >@0LQGPDSV H[SUHVV LGHDV DQG WKH
DVVRFLDWLRQV EHWZHHQ LGHDV RQO\ ORRVHO\ VRPHWLPHV XVLQJ
LPDJHV DV QRGHV UDWKHU WKDQ ODEHOV DQG QRW ODEHOLQJ WKH
UHODWLRQVKLSV DW WKH RWKHU HQG RI WKH VSHFWUXP DUJXPHQW
PDSV RIWHQ KDYH ZHOO GHILQHG V\QWDFWLF FRQVWUDLQWV ZKLFK
DOORZ GHILQLWH DUJXPHQW VWUXFWXUHV HJ FODLPV UHEXWWDOV
HWFWREHH[SUHVVHGRYHUVHWVRIQRGHVDQGOLQNV
&RQFHSW PDSV DUH D SUDFWLFDO DSSOLFDWLRQ RI VHPDQWLF
QHWZRUNV>@DQGKDYHEHHQDGYRFDWHGDVDWRROIRUOHDUQLQJ
LQ WKH VFLHQFHV LQ SDUWLFXODU >@ 7KH\ DUH SUREDEO\PRVW
RIWHQXVHG LQ WKH FODVVURRP LQDFRQVWUXFWLRQDOPRGHZLWK
VWXGHQWVGUDZLQJPDSVRIVRPHOHDUQLQJFRQWHQWVWKH\KDYH
EHHQH[SRVHGWR,QWKLVPRGHWKH\KDYHDOVREHHQXVHGDVD
ZD\ RI DVVHVVLQJ NQRZOHGJH DQG OHDUQLQJ VWHUHRW\SLFDO
PRUSKRORJLHV µVSRNH¶ µFKDLQ¶ DQG µQHWZRUN¶ VWUXFWXUHV
KDYH HYHQ EHHQ LGHQWLILHG >@ %XW FRQFHSW PDSV DUH QRW
OLPLWHG WR D FRQVWUXFWLRQDOPRGH RI XVH WKH\ FDQ DOVR EH
XVHGLQSUHVHQWDWLRQDOPRGHDVDZD\RIVXPPDUL]LQJDVHW
RIWDXJKWPDWHULDOWRDLGOHDUQLQJ
&RQFHSWPDSVFDQHTXDOO\EHFUHDWHGIRUWHOHYLVLRQVFLHQFH
SURJUDPPHVDQGDQH[DPSOHRIRQHLVVKRZQLQ)LJXUH,W
UHSUHVHQWV WKH ILUVW WKUHH PLQXWHV RI D SURJUDPPH RQ
VXSHUQRYDH DQ HSLVRGH IURP D VHULHV RQ WKH OLIHF\FOH RI
VWDUV>@7KHPDSZDVFUHDWHGXVLQJ WKHFRQFHSWPDSSLQJ
WRRO &PDS >@ DQG LWV QRGHV UHSUHVHQW WKH PDLQ LGHDV
H[SOLFLWO\VWDWHGLQWKHQDUUDWLRQRYHUOD\LQJDVHWRIUHODWHG
YLGHR LPDJHV LQ WKLV RSHQLQJ SDUW RI WKH SURJUDPPH 7KH
QDUUDWLRQ KDV EHHQ SDUVHG DQG UHH[SUHVVHG LQWR WKHVH
VHSDUDWHQRGHV WKHQ UHODWLRQVKLSV IL[HGEHWZHHQ WKHP7KH
ILJXUHXVHVFRORXUFRGLQJWRGLIIHUHQWLDWHWKHQRGHVIRUHDFK
VXFFHVVLYH PLQXWH RI WKH SURJUDPPH 7KH RUDQJH VKDGHG
QRGHV ZRXOG WKHUHIRUH DOO DSSHDU LQ WKH ILUVW PLQXWH RI
ZDWFKLQJWKHSURJUDPPH
7KLV PDS FRXOG EH SUHVHQWHG G\QDPLFDOO\ RQ D VHFRQG
VFUHHQVRWKDWQRGHVDSSHDUVHULDOO\V\QFKURQL]HGZLWKWKH
SOD\ RI WKH UHFRUGHG SURJUDPPH 7KHUH DUH PDQ\
SRVVLELOLWLHVIRUWKHYLVXDOWUDQVLWLRQVLQGLVSOD\LQJWKHPDS
)RUH[DPSOH LWPLJKWEHSUHVHQWHGDV D IL[HGJOREDOYLHZ
WKDW LV SURJUHVVLYHO\ ILOOHG LQ ZLWK EORVVRPLQJ QRGHV DQG
DUFV$OWHUQDWLYHO\WKHYLHZPLJKWEHDURYLQJSRUWKROHWKDW
VNLPV DFURVV WKH PDS UHYHDOLQJ WKH QHWZRUN RI QRGHV
µDOUHDG\ WKHUH¶ %RWK D URYLQJ SRUWKROH DQG G\QDPLFDOO\
DSSHDULQJ QRGHV FRXOG EH XVHG 0XOWLSOH GHWDLOHG
SUHVHQWDWLRQ GHVLJQ GHFLVLRQV DULVH IRU H[DPSOH WKH
OLPLWLQJ VSHHG RI WUDQVLWLRQ RI WKH PRYLQJ PDS ZLWKRXW
GLVUXSWLQJUHDGLQJ

)LJXUH&RQFHSWPDSRIWKHILUVWWKUHHPLQXWHVRI
Supernovae,(SLVRGHRIThe Seven Ages of Starlight [2]
7KLV FRQFHSWPDS FDQ DOVR EH LQWHUDFWLYH$W DPLQLPXP
YLHZHUV ZLOO EH DEOH WR SDXVH WKH G\QDPLF GLVSOD\ RI WKH
PDS 7KH PDS ZRXOG WKHQ QHHG WR FDWFK XS ZLWK WKH
SURJUDPPH%H\RQGWKLVVLPSOHWRXFKDQGKROGLQWHUDFWLRQ
YLHZHUV FRXOG QDYLJDWH WKH PDS DQG H[SDQG DQG PDUN
QRGHV ,QWHUDFWLYH FRQFHSW PDSV KDYH EHHQ SUHYLRXVO\
GHPRQVWUDWHG DV D NQRZOHGJH HOLFLWDWLRQ WRRO >@ EXW WKH
VHFRQG VFUHHQ DSSOLFDWLRQ JUHDWO\ H[SDQGV WKH SRVVLELOLWLHV
IRULQWHUDFWLRQ
:H FDQ DOVR DQWLFLSDWH KRZ WKH FRQFHSW PDSSLQJ VHFRQG
VFUHHQ FDQ DFKLHYH WKH GHVLUHG UHSUHVHQWDWLRQDO IXQFWLRQV
LGHQWLILHG HDUOLHU ,WV V\QFKURQL]DWLRQ ZLWK WKH VFLHQFH
SURJUDPPH KDV EHHQ GHVFULEHG ZLWK QRGHV DQG EUDQFKHV
FRPLQJLQWRYLHZDWWKHULJKWPRPHQW&RRUGLQDWLRQZRXOG
UHTXLUH WKH 79 SURJUDPPH WR EH FUHDWHG ZLWK XVH RI WKH
FRQFHSWPDSWDNHQLQWRDFFRXQWDQGFXHGIRUH[DPSOHE\D
YLVXDO IODJ RU E\ UHGXFLQJ WKH DWWHQWLRQDO GHPDQGV RI WKH
SURJUDPPH$YLHZHUSDXVLQJ WKHFRQFHSWPDSFRXOGDOVR
EHDVLJQDOWRWKHSURJUDPPHWRSDXVH
7KH FRQFHSW PDS VHFRQG VFUHHQ SURYLGHV D SHUVLVWHQW
UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ RI WKH SURJUDPPH FRQWHQW DOUHDG\ VHHQ DQG
DQ DFFXPXODWLQJ UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ WKURXJK LWV FRQWUROOHG
H[SRVXUH 7KH PDS QHFHVVDULO\ DEVWUDFWV WKH ULFK DXGLR
YLVXDO SURJUDPPH LQWR D V\QRSWLF UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ 7KH
SRVVLELOLW\IRUGULOOLQJGRZQRQDQRGHWRUHYHDOPRUHGHWDLO
PHDQVWKDWLWLVDV\QRSVLVRIYDU\LQJDEVWUDFWLRQ
1DYLJDWLRQ LQWHUURJDWLRQDQG LQGH[LQJRI WKHFRQFHSWPDS
DUH SRVVLEOH GXULQJ YLHZLQJ RI WKH SURJUDPPH DQG RI
FRXUVH VHSDUDWHO\ DIWHU YLHZLQJ WKH SURJUDPPH )DPLOLDU
PHWKRGV IRU QDYLJDWLQJ JHRJUDSKLFDO PDSV DQG K\SHUWH[W
FDQEHSURYLGHGDVFDQFRPPRQPHWKRGVIRUEURZVLQJDQG
VHDUFKLQJYLVXDOGDWDEDVHV7KHYDOXHRIVLPSOHLQGH[LQJRI
LWHPVPDUNLQJIDYRXULWHLWHPVHWFKDVDOUHDG\EHHQSURYHQ
IRUVHFRQGVFUHHQV7KHSRVVLELOLW\WRstarDWRSLFRILQWHUHVW
FRXOG EH XVHG WR LPSURYH WKH UHOHYDQFH RI DGGLWLRQDO
FRQWHQWRIIHUHGDIWHUWKHSURJUDPPHKDVEHHQZDWFKHG
$GDSWDWLRQLQWKHVHFRQGVFUHHQWRUHVSRQGWRWKHYLHZHU¶V
XQGHUVWDQGLQJ RI WKH SURJUDPPH LV DOVR IHDVLEOH %\
SURYLGLQJ FKRLFHV IRU YLHZHUV LQ QDYLJDWLQJ DQG EURZVLQJ
WKH PDS WKH VHFRQG VFUHHQ LV RIIHULQJ D EDVLF IRUP RI
DGDSWDELOLW\ ,I WKH FKRLFHV DYDLODEOH WR WKH YLHZHU DUH
FRQVWUDLQHGE\ WKHLU LQGLYLGXDOSURILOHRUE\ WKH WUDMHFWRU\
RIFKRLFHVDOUHDG\PDGH WKURXJK WKHPDS WKHQ WKHPDS LV
DFKLHYLQJDWOHDVWDUXGLPHQWDU\GHJUHHRIDGDSWLYLW\
0DQ\ RSHQ TXHVWLRQV UHPDLQ DERXW WKH IRUP RI FRQFHSW
PDSSLQJVHFRQGVFUHHQV,IGRQHEDGO\LWLVHQWLUHO\SRVVLEOH
WKDWDFRQFHSWPDSSLQJVHFRQGVFUHHQZRXOGEHLJQRUHGRU
ZRUVHPDNHFRPSUHKHQVLRQRIWKH79SURJUDPPHKDUGHU
%XW LI WKHSULPDU\ UHSUHVHQWDWLRQDO IXQFWLRQVDUHSURYLGHG
ZHEHOLHYH WKHFRQFHSWPDSZLOOEHHIIHFWLYH$PXOWLWXGH
RI GHWDLOHG LQWHUIDFH GHVLJQ LVVXHV DUH DSSDUHQW )RU
H[DPSOH LW LVFXUUHQWO\XQFHUWDLQZKHWKHUWKHUHODWLRQVKLSV
EHWZHHQQRGHVVKRXOGEHRIRQO\DIHZVWRFNNLQGVRUQRW
W\SHG DW DOO ,W LV HYHQ XQFOHDU LI OLQNV VKRXOG KDYH DQ
DQQRWDWLRQDWDOOIRUSUHVHQWDWLRQRQDVHFRQGVFUHHQ
&21&/86,21$1')8785(:25.
7HOHYLVLRQ LV WKH PRVW LPSRUWDQW FKDQQHO ZH KDYH IRU
VXSSRUWLQJWKHSXEOLF¶VXQGHUVWDQGLQJRIVFLHQFH$OWKRXJK
79VFLHQFHSURJUDPPHVDUHDEXQGDQWWKHLUSURGXFWLRQLVD
PDWWHURIFRPSURPLVHLQRUGHUWRUHDFKWKHODUJHVWDXGLHQFH
$V D UHVXOW VFLHQFH SURJUDPPHV FDQ EH ERWK WRR HDV\ IRU
VRPHYLHZHUVDQGWRRFKDOOHQJLQJIRURWKHUV
$ FRPSDQLRQ VHFRQG VFUHHQ RIIHUV WKH LGHDO LQWHUIDFH IRU
DXJPHQWLQJ WKH VFLHQFH SURJUDPPH VXSSRUWLQJ D PRUH
DFWLYH HQJDJHPHQW DXJPHQWLQJ YLHZHUV¶ JUDVS RI WKH
SURJUDPPH DQG H[WHQGLQJ WKHLU NQRZOHGJH EH\RQG WKH
EURDGFDVWFRQWHQW7RGDWHKRZHYHUXVHRIVHFRQGVFUHHQV
IRUVFLHQFHSURJUDPPHVKDVQRWEHHQH[SORUHG
,QWKLVSDSHUZHH[DPLQHGWZRSULRUVHFRQGVFUHHQGHVLJQV
LQWHQGHG WR DXJPHQW YLHZHU XQGHUVWDQGLQJ $OWKRXJK WKH
SURJUDPPHV WKH\ DFFRPSDQLHG RQH D QDWXUDO KLVWRU\ DQG
WKHRWKHUDFULPHGUDPDPD\QRWRIIHUWKHVDPHLQWHOOHFWXDO
FKDOOHQJH DV VFLHQFH SURJUDPPHV WKH\ JDYH LQVLJKW LQWR
ILYH UHSUHVHQWDWLRQDO IXQFWLRQVZH EHOLHYH D VHFRQG VFUHHQ
IRU VFLHQFH SURJUDPPHV VKRXOG :H WKHQ SURSRVHG WKH
FRQFHSWPDSDVDSDUWLFXODU IRUPRIVHFRQGVFUHHQGLVSOD\
IRU VFLHQFH SURJUDPPHV RQH ZH DUJXH WKDW LV FDSDEOH RI
SURYLGLQJHWKHGHVLUHGUHSUHVHQWDWLRQDOIXQFWLRQV,WKDVWKH
SRWHQWLDO IRUDGDSWDWLRQ WR LQGLYLGXDOXVHUVEURDGHQLQJ WKH
UHDFKRIVFLHQFHSURJUDPPHV
2XU MRLQW 8&/%%& SURMHFW LV GHYHORSLQJ D FRQFHSW
PDSSLQJ VHFRQG VFUHHQ DV D SURWRW\SH IRU WKH6XSHUQRYDH
SURJUDPPH7KHSURWRW\SHZLOOEHXVHGWRGHPRQVWUDWHWKDW
DFRQFHSWPDSSLQJVHFRQGVFUHHQLVDEOHWRIRVWHU OHDUQLQJ
IURPZDWFKLQJVFLHQFHRQWKHWHOHYLVLRQLVDWDQDSSURSULDWH
OHYHORIDEVWUDFWLRQDWZKLFKXVHUVZLOOZLVKWRLQWHUDFWDQG
RIIHUV SRVVLELOLWLHV IRU DXJPHQWLQJ GLIIHUHQW XVHUV
GLIIHUHQWO\ VR WKDW WKH EURDGHVW DXGLHQFH FDQ EH ERWK
HQJDJHGDQGLQIRUPHGE\VFLHQFHSURJUDPPHV
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ABSTRACT 
An increasing amount of digital video is accessed, captured, 
and uploaded to the Web everyday, from different 
platforms and devices, that increasingly can georeference 
the information they capture and access, allowing to enrich 
their contextualization. But video search has been limited to 
keywords, or a set of parameters, providing limited support 
for temporal and spatial dimensions. We propose novel 
ways to search and access georeferenced videos, where 
these dimensions are of central importance, especially by 
video trajectories shape and speed, using a multimodal 
interactive mobile interface, involving gestures and 
movement, with the potential for more natural interactions, 
increased engagement, sense of presence and immersion.  
The preliminary evaluation based on low-fidelity prototypes 
and encouraging users participation in the design, had 
positive results. Users found most features quite satisfactory, 
even fun, and easy to use. Different options and modalities 
were found interesting and adequate for different use 
scenarios that could be identified and suggested, and some 
concerns and challenges were identified to be taken into 
account in the next design and development phases, 
towards more flexible and effective interactive content 
consumption, through more natural interaction with mobile 
devices on their own or as second screens. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Video is becoming a pervasive medium, widely captured, 
shared and accessed from different platforms and devices. 
And increasingly videos can be georeferenced, allowing to 
enrich their contextualization. A large amount of digital 
video is being uploaded everyday to the Web and is 
available to search and watch. However the current and 
most used mechanisms to browse and find videos are 
keywords and a limited set of parameters such as: 
keywords, duration, video quality, ignoring the temporal 
and spatial dimensions. Video has an enormous potential 
for immersion and mobile devices allow to access 
information while ‘immersed’ in reality anywhere. With the 
proliferation of devices like: smartphones, tablets and more 
recently wearables, we could take advantage of the 
multimodal sensors available, to create new ways to find 
and navigate georeferenced videos through time and space, 
using more natural interfaces, involving gestures and 
movement shape and speed, with the potential for increased 
engagement, sense of presence and immersion when 
accessing the videos.  
In this paper, we describe our work in this direction. The 
next section presents the background provided by previous 
work and the vision for the new directions explored in this 
paper, followed by a section that highlights main challenges 
and opportunities, and presents most relevant related work. 
Next, the conceptual model and design options are 
presented for the multimodal georeferenced mobile video 
access in space and time, demonstrated in the prototypes 
and evaluated in the following section. A preliminary user 
evaluation was conducted with low fidelity prototypes, to 
find out about perceived usability and acceptance, focusing 
on usefulness, satisfaction and ease of use, and encouraging 
users participation in the design [12]. Finally, the paper 
ends with conclusions and perspectives for future work, 
also reflecting on questions relevant to effective interactive 
content consumption. 
BACKGROUND AND VISION 
This work builds on previous work done in the context of 
Sight Surfers [6], an interactive web application for sharing, 
visualizing and navigating georeferenced 360º interactive 
videos, as hypervideos, including city tours or more extreme 
activities like kart racing. These can be experienced in 
increased immersion and isolation, or synchronized with a 
map while being played. Sight Surfers supports several 
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mechanisms for navigation and orientation. Users can see 
the location and trajectory of the video in the map and 
navigate through crossing trajectories, possibly shot by 
other users, either in the map or as hyperlinks in the current 
video, and link to movie scenes that take place in that 
location. Windy Sight Surfers extended the previous system, 
to run on mobile devices and to empower users in their 
immersive video experiences [9,10]. It uses geographical 
and meteorological metadata, sensors and actuators, for 
increased immersion in terms of video viewing and sensing 
(visual, auditory and touch), for a more realistic feeling of 
movement and speed. It can be used on its own or as a 
second screen, having the video playing in a wide screen 
free of extraneous information and the mobile providing 
additional navigation and orientation features, e.g. using a 
map, for a more immersive experience. 
Users can view around the 360º video by panning the 
device around, as if holding a window to the surrounding 
immersive video it is displaying, or to use it as a “wheel” -  
a second screen that can be rotated to move around the 
video in the wider TV screen. It may also provide an 
increased sense of speed and orientation when watching the 
videos through 3D and a wind interface. But videos are 
searched mainly by keywords, possibly filtered by regions 
in the map, time they were shot, duration, and broad 
categories ranging from fast to slow, in text and check-box 
based classical interfaces.  
To provide a more complete support for the additional 
spatio-temporal dimension in georeferenced videos, and 
keeping the purpose of increasing immersion, aligned with 
the augmented sensorial experience, we want to create 
richer mechanisms for interactive search, visualization and 
navigation in more natural modes of interaction. Videos 
could be searched and accessed by their location as a place 
(e.g. New York, or the user’s current position), as is often 
possible, but also based on their trajectories by choosing the 
actual streets, or even by the shape of the trajectories 
regardless of the actual streets (e.g. motocross or ski), by 
time (when were shot, and their duration) and by speed. 
Users could use touch interfaces for this, or use the mobility 
of their devices or their own movement while walking, 
running or traveling, on their own or as 2nd screens, to 
imprint or capture movement shape and speed, in possibly 
more natural and immersive ways.   
RELATED WORK, CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES 
Challenges for this work include providing users with an 
adequate interactive interface capable of capturing and 
expressing the temporal and spatial dimensions, allowing to 
represent speed and trajectories, and at the same time 
offering an intuitive, simple, effective and natural way to 
search for, and present resulting videos and navigate them 
in a mobile environment. It is both a challenge and an 
opportunity because users are not used to searching and 
navigating in these dimensions, but technology is allowing 
to capture movement in mobile devices in ways that hold 
the potential to support more natural interactions involving 
shape and speed towards more immersive experiences. 
Most video libraries and websites like YouTube or Vimeo 
are based on keywords and have at most a very limited 
support to access video based on spatial and temporal 
dimensions. Rego et al. [11] developed VideoLIB, a digital 
library that enhances video retrieval by using spatial and 
temporal operators, based on Dublin Core and MPEG-7 
metadata standards. Search criteria include action (what), 
person (who), time (when) and place (where), and use 
operators like before, during and after to define time 
intervals. This allows to make searches like “retrieve 
Madonnas´s video clips which were produced outside the 
USA during 1990’s”. It uses a form and text based interface, 
without the use of maps, and videos are considered as a 
whole - trajectories and speed are not taken into account. 
There are some approaches to search and browse videos, 
and mainly photos, using maps. Google Street View is a 
360º photo viewer using a spherical image projection and 
geolocalization, but it does not provide video, nor user 
generated and alternative views of the places. Panoramio 
(.com) is a georeferenced photo sharing website accessed as 
a layer in Google Earth and Google Maps. Users can do 
text-based search or navigate in the maps, and view photos 
taken by other users, based on location. The photos are 
presented along with a map that highlights their location, 
both as a collection resulting from a query or one by one. 
There are filters to highlight most popular, recent, famous 
places and indoor, both on a separate tab with the filtered 
photos, and by enlarging these photos among those shown 
on the map. Finsterwald et al. [2] developed The Movie 
Mashup Application (MOMA), as a public web map-based 
service for searching movies based on location, combining 
geotagged resources and text processing, mashing up 
information from DBpedia, GeoNames and Wikipedia 
synopses. Through its GUI, it allows to search and browse a 
data set of movies by director, location in text, by polygonal 
areas in the map, from locations extracted from movie 
titles, to compare query distributions and, using a mobile 
device version, allows to query for movies whose action 
took place around the user’s current location. Although maps 
are a natural way to represent georeferenced information, 
and video often involves a trajectory, most solutions only 
allow users to post or access videos based on a single GPS 
location (usually the initial position). Seo et al. [14] present 
user-generated videos that relate to geographic areas in a 
map interface. They focus on the automatic selection of 
keyframes to represent the videos, and the determination of 
the location to place them on the maps. So they emphasize 
hotspots that are shot in the videos in front of the shooting 
spot, and not so much on their trajectories. 
Concerning spatial and haptic interactive search in a mobile 
environment, in the last years we noticed a growing popularity 
of gesture interfaces and second screen applications. Lei & 
Coulton [3] implemented a gesture controlled application 
that act as a wand, using mobile sensors. It allows both 
proximity and remote search of points of interest (POIs) 
based on the orientation of the wand, as an interactive 
spatial ‘Flashlight’, and the possibility of users to create 
additional content for a particular POI as photographs 
tagged with POI’s location and the direction from which the 
photograph was taken. Photographs can then be filtered 
based on a desired viewing angle in a real world environment. 
Premraj et al. [8] presented iWalk, a tool that allows multi-
media exploration of geo-tagged data through movement, to 
move through the digital space of a collection, and gesture, 
for direct data manipulation (e.g. select, go to next, zoom). 
They experimented with geo-tagged photographs and sound 
collections, and a non geo-tagged museum collection, 
where the user defined a mapping between digital and 
physical spaces. Their approach makes use of computer 
vision algorithms computed on standard commercial 
camera inputs and is able to operate in real time. 
Mobile devices may also act as second screens [1] to 
complement and interact with larger screens like TV or 
even public displays. MobiToss, an application created by 
Scheible et al [13], allows for mobile multimedia art 
sharing and creation. By using a mobile device with built-in 
accelerometer sensors, users can take a photo or video and 
“throw” it onto a large public display, with a gesture, for 
viewing and manipulation, through tilting. The users-
created clips are augmented by the system with items like 
music or brand names and sent back to their phones as 
personal artifacts of the event. The preliminary user 
evaluation showed that capturing and throwing mobile 
content onto a large screen and manipulating it with gesture 
control into an art piece was perceived as an intuitive and 
fun activity. They enjoyed and engaged in the experience 
and appreciated getting something out of it, especially 
something artistic. But it requires improvements, by 
applying a more balanced set of video effects, adding group 
interaction and a more intuitive UI, to accommodate 
different movements users do to throw, and increase the 
perception of what is going on. This work explores natural 
gestures with a mobile device to manipulate photos or 
videos as a second screen, but in doing so, it does not 
explore spatial and temporal dimensions in videos. And 
none of the related work found addresses speed and 
trajectories in video as we propose to do. 
VIDEO ACCESS BY SPACE, TIME AND… SPEED 
Space and time dimensions are taken into account primarily 
in videos’ locations, trajectories shapes and speed. To 
explore the interactive interfaces and user experience with 
these dimensions in georeferenced videos, a set of sketches 
and low-fidelity prototypes with different variations were 
designed for different use scenarios. The high-fidelity 
prototypes will explore the use of sensors and location 
services. The early low-fi prototyping and evaluation - 
using paper based screens on top of a real smart phone, 
users gestures and imagination - allow to test different 
design alternatives to tackle each goal in a faster and more 
efficient way, addressing challenges, sorting out and 
refining options, since an early stage. Next, we present the 
design rationale behind the main options for searches and 
accesses based on trajectory speed (Fig.1) and shape (Fig.2) 
in different modalities. 
Through Touch – with finger 
This is the more conventional interface, that allows to draw 
the query shapes by touching the screen (Fig.2b), or even 
on a touch pad of a laptop or desktop. The speed of this 
drawing may also be captured to query by speed only, or by 
both shape and speed. This kind of interaction may be more 
familiar and provide for better accuracy than the following, 
especially when the user has a hand free for this interaction 
Through Gesture – with mobile 
This modality can be used by moving the mobile in a 
gesture, to draw a shape (Fig.2a) or demonstrate a speed 
level (Fig.1a). This can be done with the hand that is 
holding the device, even if the other one is not free, and has 
the potential for a more natural or immersive modality to 
select the desired videos, to watch on the mobile or on a 
wider screen like a TV. In this context, viewers are used to 
interacting with a control in one hand, and keeping focused 
on the video on the wide screen. 
Through Traveling – on the move 
When on the move, users are often travelling by car, train, 
subway, planes or even walking or running. In addition or 
as an alternative to use your current location to access 
videos shot in the same location, it can be interesting to take 
the chance, especially when not driving, to watch videos 
that were shot at a similar speed, and be able to enjoy the 
viewing experience in a more immersive way, by matching 
the speed of what you are seeing with the speed that you are 
feeling or experiencing in reality. This might have a special 
impact in high speed videos in more extreme activities. As 
in the previous cases, both speed and trajectory shape can 
be captured this way (Fig.1b). Speed and even location 
might have more potential for immersion in the immediate 
video viewing, to get related videos on the spot. But 
capturing a trajectory can also be interesting, to search for 
other videos that have similar paths even if in different 
places, e.g. another similar Kart race elsewhere in the 
world. While gestures could rely on sensors, travel features 
would rely on location services like GPS. 
Where - on the Map or Current Location  
Since Sight Surfers videos are georeferenced, search can be 
made dependent on their location. Users can use a map to 
select locations (Fig.2b), or the current location can be 
captured, for the queries (besides the possibility to specify a 
set of places, like cities, as in more traditional interfaces). 
Anywhere  
Videos may also be searched independent of their location. 
In this way, a map is not used and only speed (Fig.1a) and 
shape are drawn on the screen or in the air (Fig.2a), or 
captured on travel (Fig.1b), without a geographical reference. 
 Figure 1. Search by Speed, through: a) gesture; b) traveling 
speed on a car; Results in video List with: c) Colored timelines 
with 3 colors; d) Gray-scale timelines; e) Color Highlight 
timelines with green color for the searched speed. 
Results in Maps or Lists 
The resulting videos can be presented as trajectories on a 
map (Fig.2d), where each trajectory can also be seen as the 
video timeline synchronized with the video as in Sight 
Surfers [6]. And this is the default when search is based on 
a location. But results may also be presented independent of 
their location, e.g. in a list, where the speed (Fig. 1c-e) and 
or the shape (Fig.2c) can be emphasized in each video 
timeline. Also note that users could switch between map 
and list views and select what to show, for the same results. 
Search results are presented to the user in different design 
alternatives, each one offering different visual cues and 
information about the content retrieved, in terms of shape 
and speed, both in maps or lists. 
Speed Awareness 
Speed can vary along a video, so the results would present 
first the videos that keep the desired speed (with a 
tolerance) for longer, but still, it could be interesting to be 
aware of the segments where the speed is as queried for. 
Fig.1c-e shows three alternative designs for presenting speed 
in the video timelines in: 1) Color: green for the searched 
speed, red for faster and blue for slower; 2) Gray-Scale: 
mid tone for searched speed, darker for faster and lighter 
for slower; and 3) Color Highlight: green for searched 
speed and two gray tones for faster an slower as in 2), 
allowing for higher contrast of the searched for speed.   
  
 
Figure 2. Search by Shape, through: a) gesture; b) geo-
referenced shape with touch; c) Results on a List with video 
shaped timelines; d) Results on a Map showing videos 
trajectories. 
Shape Awareness 
Shape is shown by default when on a map, but can also be 
presented in the list view, as in Fig.2c where each video 
timeline takes the shape of the corresponding trajectory. 
Whereas speed awareness is optional in all the timelines: 
map, and list with or without shape. 
PRELIMINARY USER EVALUATION 
We conducted a user study to evaluate the features designed 
and to investigate about preferred alternatives and users’ 
perception about usability and user experience, and their 
application in real use scenarios.  
Method 
We performed a task-oriented evaluation based mainly on 
Observation and semi-structured Interviews, after 
explaining the purpose of the evaluation and the concept 
behind the Sight Surfers application context and the new 
features being evaluated in the low-fidelity prototypes, 
using a Wizard of Oz approach for the interaction feedback. 
At the end of each task and at the end as overall, users 
provided a 1-5 USE (Usefulness, Satisfaction, and Ease of 
use) rating [4] about the tested interactive features, and 
were encouraged to make comments and suggestions, that 
at the current stage had the potential for contributions in a 
participatory design perspective [12]. 
Participants 
There were 10 participants aged 21-52 (24 on average, 4 F, 
6 M). All users had at least finished high school, 3 from 
computer science, the rest a mix of backgrounds, all had a 
smart phone used on a daily basis to access info, and 9 
often search for and watch videos but mainly on PCs, 
sometimes on tablets and seldom on mobiles. 
Results 
Main results are summarized by mean values for USE and 
most significant comments, for each of the categories of 
features. Std deviation was 0.5-1.0 (in a 1-5 scale) 
reflecting some different opinions that are commented.  
Search by speed through gestures with the mobile was 
considered quite fun and very easy to use, and found useful 
by some (U:2.6;S:3.1;E:4.1), e.g. “I can imagine being a 
nice thing to have when you practice some sort of 
motorsport or if you like to watch sports like Formula 1, 
guys that like speed would probably like this”, but others 
had doubts about its usefulness in real life, on a daily basis. 
Some concerns about the device precision to capture the 
wanted speed were also raised, especially by the computer 
science students. Travel speed was considered more useful 
in a real world scenario than moving the phone to capture 
speed (3.2;3.2;4.0). “It is more useful for example for 
someone that practices motorsports”, “I prefer it, I can use 
it to know the speed I’m going and look for videos with it”. 
Search by shape with touch was considered quite fun and 
easy to use, but users were not sure about its usefulness 
(U:2.5;S:3.1;E:3.8): “It could be fun sometimes, but normally 
we want to search for things”. On the other hand, participants 
appreciated having the ability to georeference the shape, 
finding several use scenarios where it could be used. “I 
think georeferenced video search is much more useful, I can 
use it to see videos from a particular street, city, whatever”, 
“It’s better than normal shapes, I’m an athlete and I can 
use it to find and see running tracks”.  Some users pointed 
out that it is not easy to draw the trajectory “In Google 
maps I can click the points I want and it draws the 
trajectory automatically”. Searching for videos with a 
specific shape by using the phone to draw was found easier 
for free shapes (3.6;3.3;4.2), and not so much for geo-
referenced shapes (2.8;2.4;3.0), but less precise. Users are 
not used to using the phone for this kind of action, 
preferring the finger to do it. “it is not practicable, imagine 
walking and doing it on the street”, “ok with a phone, but 
maybe not with a larger device like a tablet”. 
In general, users preferred the more familiar way of 
showing the videos in a list view (U:4.3;S:4.0;E:4.6), by 
being easy and simple, “less fancy but does the work”. But 
some fancied the map idea better (3.2;3.2;3.2) for the 
additional information, and most said it was useful when 
looking for georeferenced shapes, videos in specific places, 
to be aware of the video locations and trajectories length. 
“As a geographical engineer, this could be useful for my 
work”. Main concerns referred to awareness of the amount 
of videos retrieved and the representation in the presence of 
a huge amount. Filtering of results [6] was not in the scope 
of this test, but aligned with their concerns. A user 
suggested to have a mix of list and map where one could 
spot the videos on a map while hovering through a list of 
the selected ones, and on the other way around, hovering a 
trajectory could show the info that is presented in a list 
entry (with speed, duration, video image, etc.) in a popup 
with more detailed information. 
Users found the timelines useful, satisfactory and easy to 
use for shape and speed awareness. Regarding speed and the 
different designs: “are a nice idea to have because they easily 
indicate the speed of the video”, although a couple of users 
mentioned they would only possibly needed to identify the 
searched speed and not distinguish higher and lower speeds. 
Most users preferred the color highlight (U:4.0; S:4.0; 
E:4.6) in the search speed with the other speeds made less 
noticeable in gray for being easier to use, “It’s less 
confusing and very simple to use, easier than the 3 colors”; 
and then the color version (4.3;4.1;3.9), which they found 
useful and satisfactory although more difficult to use. The 
gray version was found more difficult to use and less 
useful, satisfactory and even fun (1.9;1.7;2.4). 
Time and Space Revisited 
Space was addressed in georeferencing and represented in 
maps and in trajectories’ shapes. Time is inherent to the 
video and represented in the timelines, and combined with 
space can be represented as trajectories in maps that can be 
presented in synchrony with the videos [6] and was now 
also addressed in speed. For its more natural mapping, the 
interactions that involved space, and especially shape and 
speed, received more attention in the conception of natural 
interfaces so far.  
In the near future, we intend to explore further the temporal 
dimension in search and navigation, both inside each video 
and among videos that were shot in different periods in 
time. Although we have some ideas about the design, we 
wanted to learn from the users about their visions for 
interactions involving the temporal dimension in a more 
participatory way. Almost all participants immediately 
associated time with a timeline, like the ones we already 
have in the prototype in the different designs. A similar 
concept could be extended to refer to the time when the 
videos where shot, allowing to select temporal moments or 
intervals, and the possibility to enter specific dates in a text 
field was also mentioned. They acknowledged the 
importance of this dimension and the way it was already 
addressed. It was not so easy for them to move from what 
was already familiar, although they were curious and open 
about the possibility of also using different modalities. 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
We presented the motivation and design options for georefe-
renced mobile video access in space and time, developed in 
a context of user generated content, with a special focus on 
shape and speed in different modalities based on touch, 
gestures and movement. The preliminary evaluation based 
on low-fidelity prototypes had encouraging results. Users 
found most features quite satisfactory, even fun, and easy to 
use, and different options and modalities were found 
interesting and adequate for different use scenarios that 
could be identified. But although some users found these 
interesting uses, others were skeptical about the usefulness 
of using trajectories and speed for video access in real life, 
something they are not used to having. There were also 
some concerns about sensor accuracy in gesture modalities.   
It is important to highlight that evaluating this type of 
features on low-fidelity prototypes does not offer the same 
experience than a high fidelity application running on the 
smartphone, even more when using sensors and viewing 
videos – both providing dynamic information - are central 
aspects in the system. Also some users tended to more familiar 
ground and conservative options, in this first contact with 
these features, especially the ones with less technical 
background, or not used to accessing georeferenced media. 
Still, the evaluations, comments and suggestions allowed to 
identify upfront main strengths and concerns, and aspects to 
improve and reinforce in the design, implementation and 
reevaluation as a high fidelity prototype, that is already in 
progress as the next iteration. As innovative interaction 
modalities, based on sensors and location services, there are 
technological challenges in terms of accuracy and smooth 
integration of modalities that are being taken into account 
for the effectiveness of the designed interactions. 
The temporal dimension in search and navigation will also 
be further explored, taking the feedback received into 
account, along with the enrichment of navigation when 
viewing the video. The adoption of these more natural 
interactions also in this context, and building on our 
previous work on immersive video [9,10] has the potential 
to increase the sense of presence and immersion when 
navigating around, crossing trajectories, changing viewing 
speed, or even throwing the video [1] to view on a wider 
screen like a TV, while possibly keeping the mobile as a 
second screen, or capturing the video playing on the TV to 
the mobile, to go on watching it on the move. 
Closing remarks: The interactive forms of video access 
when the user is more active and often in a more reflective 
cognitive mode [5] are interweaved with moments of more 
passive consumption when the user views the video in a 
more experiential cognitive mode. We believe that more 
natural and immersive forms of viewing and interacting 
with video influence the quality of the user experience, 
mainly in experiential modes, and that a good design can 
contribute to foster and support the reflective modes in 
complementing and harmonious ways, so important in 
learning [7]. We are following previous research work 
[7,6,9,10]  with the goal to contribute in this direction 
towards richer, more effective and satisfactory consumption 
of video-based media in different scenarios. 
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